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Savitch Named For Commencement 
By Chuck a>ost 
Jessica Savitch, NBC News 
Anchorperson, has been in-
vited by Ithaca College 
President James Whalen to be 
the speaker at the graduation 
ceremonies in May. Savitch 
graduated from Ithaca College 
in 1968 and worked as a news 
broadcaster until 1977 when 
she was hired by NBC to be 
the Weeh,nd News anchorper-
son. 
Cathy DeYoe, senior class 
president and a member of the 
committee to select the 
graduation speaker, said, 
"I'm really happy with how it 
turned out, we had input from 
all sides. She (Jessica Savitch) 
is young and concerned with 
the students, she ca,n relate to 
us." DeYoe continued, "We 
haven't had a woman 
graduation speaker for too 
long; it's about time." 
could be successful," ex-
plained Savitch. 
"I am not upset what that 
professor told me, it was my 
first taste of reality; it was 
true. But I think what he 
should have said is that there 
are no women in the field, but 
I will help to become , suc-
cessful, to become a pioneer." 
Savitch entered the broad-
cast industry in 1964, when 
was a-- senior in high school, 
working for a radio station 
WOND. While attending 
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Ithaca College, Savitch 
worked for a radio station in 
Rochester. After she 
graduated she became a 
general assignment reporter 
for KYW-TV3 in 1972. She 
then worked for a CBS af- • 
filiate KHOU, as an anchor-
person. In 1977, she joined 
NBC as a correspondent 
covering the Senate. Within 2 
months she was named an-
chorperson of the Weekend 
Nightly News. Jessica Sai,itcl, 
,, 
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Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
As an undergraduate at 
Ithaca College, Savitch and 
three other females who 
enrolled in the School of 
Communication were taken 
aside by the department head 
and told, "We were mostly 
wasting our time and our 
parent's hard earned money," 
said Savitch. 
Savitch has received many 
awards since she graduated ten 
years ago. Some of them are: 
the Humanitarian Award by 
the Albert Einstein Medical 
Center Auxiliary; the Special 
Award for Outstanding 
Achievement in the Area of 
Newscasting by the Sales and 
Marketing Executives of 
Philadelphia; the Cystic 
Fibrosis Woman of the Year, 
1975; the Clarion Award for a 
Television Documentary; and 
an Honorary' degree of Doctor 
of Humane Letters presented 
by Gwynedd-Mercy College. 
Accident Claims Life of I. Co Student 
Savitch said that what she 
was told by a faculty member, 
, who is no longer teaching at 
IC, was correct ... 'At the time, 
there were no women. LC. 
prepared me well although 
there were no women in the 
field and no one was prepared 
to hire me. I believed if you 
wanted to do something and 
you worked hard at it you 
by Preslon Stewart 
Ithaca College ,ophomore 
Jean Ann Young wa, killed in 
a one car accident traveling 
eaq on route 330 at about 2:30 
am Monday morning. 
Jean and a friend, Cornell 
graduate \ludcnt Paul C. 
Carubid, were returning to 
Ithaca from Brooktondalc 
when the BMW Paul wa, 
driving at an e\ idently hiµh 
~peed went out of conr rol 011 a 
40 mile per hour cunc. Both 
Storaska Speaks on Rape 
By Ann Cohen 
-Frederic Storaska, the 
founder and president of the 
National Organization for the 
Prevention of Rape Assault, 
will speak tonight at 8:30 in 
the Union cafeteria on "How 
to say no to a Rapist-and Sur-
vive." Storaska, who ap-
peared last year to a full 
house, has developed an effec-
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tive program for teaching 
women how to protect them-
selves against a potential rape 
situation. He treats a serious 
subject with a certain sense of 
humor, but without making 
light of a difficult subject. 
After witnessing the rape 
and assault of a young girl in 
1964, Storaska devoted all his 
time to studying the causes 
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and problems of assault. In 
the past 14 years, Storaska has 
presented his rape-prevention 
program to almost a million 
students at over 600 colleges 
and universities throughout 
the country. After years of 
research he has published a 
book and has appeared on 
many national and local 
television shows. 
Jean and Paul were thrown 
from the car. Jean died at the 
scene from multiple injurie\. 
Paul is reported to be in fair 
rnndition at Tompkin~ Coun-
ty Ho,pital with a compound 
arm fracture and cut; on the 
head. 
Paul wa, charged with 
1, aveling at an unreasonable 
,peed and driving while in-
toxicated. He could pmsihly 
face a charge of mamlaughter. 
fill' det.tih or the accident arc 
still under investiµation by 
Varna State PoliL'e ,ind the 
Di,trict Attorney's office. 
.Jean wa, a Busine5s major 
with a minor in Spanish and 
la~t ye;1r wa, chairperson of 
Egbert Union·~ Cro•Noad\. 
She had celebrated her 191 h 
hirthday on Sunda), the day 
before the accident. 
A funeral service will be 
held today in Jean's 
hometown, Sloabburg, New 
York. A memorial ,ervice was 
held yesterday in the I.C. 
Chapel. Reading\ from the 
Bible were given by Father 
Tom Streb. .lean'\ friend 
Vidy Genfan played the 
guitar, doing rnngs that 
reminded her of Jean. 
.lean wa, an avid guitar 
player and sonµwrrter, with 
composition, alread,, com-
pleted before she came to I.C .. 
She and ·Vicki had played 
guitar together 111 the 
Crossroads, at LC dorms, 
and at Cornell Uni\er,ity, 
Poet Judy Grahn 
Returns to I. C. 
The first time feminist poet 
and printer Judy Grahn wrote 
'We have a plant,' ,he howled. 
'It wa\ the first time in my life 
I'd associated !hat \\Ord with 
women when it \\'a\11'1 a 
rhododendron or a violet!' 
Judy Grahn's 'plant' is 
Diana Pres,, an 11,000-
,quare-foot factory located in 
Oakland, California and 
dedicated to the production 
and distribution of books by 
women \Hiler~, arti,t, and 
designers. 
Best kno\Hl for her own 
poetry, Grahn will give a 
poetry reading and aninformal 
dhcu,sion about Diana Pre,~ 
when ~he visits Ithaca College 
on December 5-6. The poctrv 
reading will be held at 8 pm o~ 
Tuesday, December 5 111 Room 
11 i of the Caroline Werner 
Ga1111c11 Center; the in formal 
discussion is scheduled for 
Wednesday. December 6 from 
10:30 am to noon in Friend~ 
Hall, room 302 C and D, 
Community member, arc in-
vi1ed to both evcnh. free of 
charge. 
The poe!'s visil i, being 
sponsored by the Center for 
Individual and lntcr-
di,ciplinary Studies (CIIS), tile 
Applied \\'ritinµ Program, 1hc 
Dean of 1he School of 
Humanities and Science, and 
Poets and Writers Inc, ~up-
ported by the New York State 
Council on the Art,. 
Described a, a radical 
continued on paRe 15 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
By Bette Ann Sacks 
Photos by Linda Melman 
and Gail Lahm 
Question: Do you think that there is 
student apathy on campus? 
Phil Morton, TV-R, ·82 
I don't think the apathy i~ James Scanlon, Psych., '80 
that bad, hu; :; i, there, 
because down in the TV Yeah, I do. People. ~re 
building you'll ha\C massive generally lazy. Opportunities 
sign ups, but no turnouts. (To are there for them, but nobody 
change this) you have to spark takes a~va?tage of them. (To 
the right intere~t. change It) 11 has to come from 
within the student. Apathy is 
a social disease. 
Ginn) Tolfa, Chemistry, 
'81 . 
hank Valletta, Labor-
! think that there i~ because Mediation, '79 
people are more concerned ' 
with themsclve~ imtead of The student body is 
anything else that i~ going on. becoming more competitive; 
They don't care; they don't for example, the struggle in 
pay attention. my labor law class. Some 
Perry Temchin, Bus. 
Adm., '79 
people are more intensified in 
their studies which, in turn, 
makes them want to get in-
volved in more outside school 
Definitely. I think there is a 
current trend among other 
campuses, also. Students are .Joe MurphJ, Bus. '79 
more concerned with their In general, I think there i~ a 
school work than other ac- lot of apathy. Students show 
tivities. I think a lot of studen- no interest in the main 
t~ can combat apathy by get- problems concerning the 
ting involved in one ex- ~chool. It can be changed, but 
tracurricular activity, and thus ll won't until it hits home--
they would be able to enhance when the problem affects each 
their own college experience of us as an individual. 
and their own live~. 
The Inquirer welcomes 
suggestions for future 
questions. Please send 
suggestions to: Inquirer 
The Ithacan, Landon Hall. 
THEITHACAN November 30, 1978 
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Though Thanksgiving has just past, the I.C. Egbert Union seems to be celebrating April 
Fools. For some reason they feel a need to have a 'Faculty Only' section in the Union's 
Crossroads. 
"Egbert Union brings people together," is the slogan Union employees so proudly boast. 
Yet how can old Egbert bring people together if they are operating under academic Jim Crow 
laws? 
The Union is the perfect place for faculty, students, staff, and even the administration to 
intermingle and relate to each other as people on common ground. The Union could and 
should be allowed to bring people together. 
A faculty only section alienates, segregates, and perpetuates the hierarchy among J.C. 
constituencies. 
Ithaca College is supposed to be a community, yet faculty members arc separating them-
selves from students in a similiar way they complain the administration has from them. 
If this is a true community, if Egbert Union does bring people together, then together we 
should TEAR THAT SIGN DOWN!!! 
Letters 
''Chain .Saw'' ~esponse 
To the Editor; values that Ithaca College is 
Please allow me to comment trying to develop in students, 
on a letter on "The Texas the letter asks: "What sorts of 
Ch a ins aw Mas 5 acre'' values,then, were reflected in 
published in the Oct. 26 "The Texas Chaimaw 
Ithacan and endorsed by 29 Massacre," and more impor-
faculty members. I have great tantly, in the decision to lend 
respect for t hcse colleague~ institutional sanction to the 
and strongly sympathi1c with showing of such a film as 
their personal feelings on thi\ weekend entertainment?" 
issue, but I believe that their Following a description of the 
views are wrong and must be film's values as , sado-
controvcrted. ma~ochiqic, the letter queries 
Their letter contend~ that again: "And what about the 
"the selection" of the movie values of the institution which 
"Chainsaw" for entertain- sponsored this sort of cntcr-
ment on thi~ campus "raise\ a tainmcnt? ... It is clear that 
diq urbing question about the there is a contradiction bet-
values which are endorsed by ween the educational purpose 
the College Community." Af- of the Co'llcge and the 
1er outlining the cducati9nal nromotion of 'entertainment' 
c.(tos.;.RoJ!b,s' ra:;:~ r~,m /~ V_;). __ /-~~t 
1e_... ~ /~/' ,-'/. / 
~·"_;·u····\ .£. · ·21,:;t f£J>·::: }" 
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vehicle~ which arc vicious and 
degrading... The decision to 
serve up thi\ sort of thing as 
entertainment i~ a ~lap in the 
face to these members of the 
LC.Community who take 
education seriously." The let-
ter then concludes, "In ~igning 
this letter, we are attempting ... 
to change the existing film 
policy"; the new policy should 
include discus~ion "of the 
values which this institution 
represents" and should in-
volve a greater number of 
people in the community in the 
selection of films in order to 
provide "some protect ion 
againq the · abuse of 
power"occuring under the 
current policy. 
I take this letter to ~late that 
there should be no contradic-
tion between the value~ of 
campup entertainment and the 
values\ affirmed by Ithaca 
College as an educational in-
stitution. Any entertainme)ll 
films contradicting these 
values should be censored and 
proscribed because they are a /!t <·-,:_ .·-:;·-- -- ~{~/11 ·--, ,.._c-..:,::::::--· 
' / V ., - ! ~ , . I r"'" '':", X0 ~-- V' 't-. X· .Jy .. ',. -,·~:~ '1 
-\-~ r· ?" ·\ . \' ,/ "'\_ ~ ,, 
slap in the face to scriom IC 
educators and constitute an 
abuse of the power to select 
entertainment for students. 
i "w . 
P11hlislicr 
frank Seller~ 
Plwtogrnp/1_1· Editor 
Bmce Morosohk 
A.\sist1111t Photo l'duor 
Gail Lahm 
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Staff: 
Editor-in-Chi£:( 
Fe! ice Linder 
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,\~ales Manager 
Robert Nelson 
Sports Ediwr 
Dominick Maldari 
Cathy Ambrose, Eileen Bernstein, Susan 
Claghorn, Barbara Dawson, Judy Don, 
Karen lngrict Evans, Mark Felix, Peter Contriblllors: 
I have been informed that 
this is a misreading of my 
colleagues' letter because no 
~ faculty member endorsing this 
, letter was advocating a policv 
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/. co111i1111ed rm 11a,:e 3 
Senior Editor 
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News Editor 
Karen Stuhldreher 
South Hill Editor 
Gina Horne 
Layout Ed11or 
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OP EDS & LETTERS 
Correnti Clainis No Discriniination At Io Co 
To the Editor: r11i,k3.ding. 
My ,tatemcnt in the mectin!! 
was that e,clu,ion of all\ par-
ticular group from the anti-
discrimination clau~e of the 
Code doe, not co11stitu1c 
discrimination again,t that 
group. A, an namplc I ...iatcd 
that L'\clu~ion of thl' phra,e 
',L'\ual orientation' frllrn the 
anti-discrimination da11,e 
does not di,LTiminate against 
In the November 9 issue of 
the 11 hacan refrrence was 
made to discmsion in the 
Student Co11gre,, meerin!! of 
t hl' pre\ ious night regarding 
the a11ti-discrimination dauw 
of the Studl'nt Conduct Code. 
A statement cornparin!! 'the 
plight of gay people to the 
pli!_.!ht of \hart peopll'' was ar-
trili11ted to me. The qlllitc was 
taken 0111 ·or contL·,t and i, gay pcrsom in the ,arne \\ay 
a' the exclusion or I he word ',i1e> inacrnr ate \\ l'I I 
doc, not di,criminate aµarnst 
short people. The point \\as 
that e,dusinn or any group 
from the clau,e doe, not, in 
and of itself, di,cr iminatc 
againq the c,cluded gro11p. 111 
no 11 ay did I mm pare the 
plight of ga~ pL'Opll' tP th,11 of 
any other ?rnu11. There i, a 
very.de,11 tfatir1ction bc111el'll 
the example I ll~L·d .,nd the 
m ,111 n er in which it \\a, 
qunt<:d. 
Since las I ,11ring. 
l hroughour the discussion of 
thi, is~ue. there has been an at-
te111p1 to identify specilic i11-
,tances in which gay person, 
have been disnimin;tlL'd 
again,t by thL· i11...iit11trll11. To 
datl' nll in~tanL·e~ hail· been ,ct 
forlh The lth:u·:m article 
...iated rhat ,cvcral e,ampk, ol 
di,crimrnation by the (\ilk!_.!c 
were c1tl'd 111 the 111ceti11µ. f"hl" 
,i111pl1 i, 1101 trill'. Thl' c\.1111-
plc, l·1ted \\'l'l'l' L'('lllPktcl\ 
ill,IL'l'Urate and 1ef11tL'd at rh,· 
time the\' \1ere ...rared. 
This i.....,u,· i~ an c,1rc111el~ 
import,1n1 one and 011c wl11 Ii 
,hould rccci\e full co11-
,1(icratio11 ,111d ,tudy f"or 1111 
reason I fell it !lCL'L''' M! 1 \l 
L·larrl':, tire contc11h pt 1hc 
Stude111 Congrc,, n:cc!1ll!c 
rcfcrt ,·d to in the· ar11clc. 
Rkhard J. CPrr,·nti 
\ IL'l' Prc...rtk11: ro, 
Student \lt.111, 
* "Chain Saw Massacre" Response From Faculty Member 
BOOLS co111i1111edfro111 page 2 of censorship and proscrip-
tion. Rather, thi~ group of 
rnncerned faculty wa~ calling 
for a broader involvement of 
the community in the selection 
of entertainment film\. In my 
opinion,' no matter how many 
people arc ii1volved in the 
selection proce~s. it is stili cen-
sorship if there is a re1 iew to 
determine whether proposed 
entertainments conform to 
some \et of values which thi~ 
institution allegedly represen-
ts; and it is proscription if the 
showing of ~ome entertain-
ment films i, to be stopped for 
failure to conform to those 
values, even though that 
decision may reflect a college-
wide sentiment expressed at 
mass community meetings 
called to "discuss and debate" 
"controversial" films. It is 
one thing for people to par-
ticipate in a film selection 
process in order to advocate 
the entertainment films that 
they ,,ant: it is an entirely dif-
ferent thing to participate in 
that process in order to stop 
the ~hawing of films that 
others want. 
According to the letter of 
Judith Selbst in the Nov. 2 
Ithacan, some faculty mem-
bers demanded a cancellation 
of "Chainsaw" one day 
before its showing, and the 
Oct. 26 letter of my colleagues 
alluded to a prior faculty ob-
jection to the showing of this 
film. I assume that the in-
dividuals concerned were 
signer~ of the Oct. 26 letler. 
The others must have ap-
proved of their action because 
1hey endorsed thi, letter 
without reservation. 
I have been informed that 
the reason my colleagues have 
been so concerned abolll the 
shO\\ ing of "Chainsaw" is 
that the College necessarily 
endorse~ the value of any en-
tertainment film that it offers. 
If it didn't, it \\Ouldn't offer 
the film to the public. 
Therefore the College com-
m unity muq examine 1hc 
values of every such film, a~ 
my colleagu~s did in the ca,e 
of "Chainsaw" in their Oct. 
26 letter. In my opinion, it is 
equally logical to argue that 
the College endorses the value 
of none of the entertainment\ 
that it offer~: Caveat emptor! 
Delegating to a committee the 
power to choose entertainment 
films for this campus no more 
HELP! 
The Ithacan needs 
people to work on Ad-
vertising Layout. Com-
missions;5%. Experien-
ce preferred but not 
necessary. Call 274-
3207 or X207 and leave 
name and phone num-
ber. 
HAIRPORT 
o LATEST STYLE CUTS 
o NA TUR AL HAIR 
TREATMENT 
@ PERMANENTS 
o SffiAJGHTENING AND 
CCLOR!NG t: 
-~ 
UNISEX SALON 
I ~~;,: REDKEN I 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
IBOTIOM OF AURORA ST l 
implie, that the College endor- College endor,e, drunkenne~,. 
,e, that committee's choices In the,e imtances at lea~t. 1hc 
than the College', delegation College ha, a..,..,umed that rhe 
to 5tudcnt, the ril!lll to choo,c ...iudent~ are adult~ who ha,c 
their companio-n, in their the right to live their own li\CS 
dormitory roo,m during open and choose their own kimh of 
visiting hours implie, that thl' entertainment without in-
College endor,es premarital ...iitutional endor,emcnt. It i, 
sex; or the College', distres,ing to .,ee facul1y 
delegation to students the right member~ eager 10 ...iep forward 
to r~gulate their drinking~ at in loco parent is to im.1-t that 
college parties implies thal the m111i1111cd u11 ; 111,e1· 5 
Flower Shop 
Downtown 
209 N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 
Frederic Storaska 
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PRESENTING 
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How to Say 
No 
toa 
Rapist-
and Survive November30 
Union Cafeteria 
presented by SAB COSMOS 
,c.• -, ,. •:., . 
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In Memory of 
I remember walking aero~~ 
the field from Landon to the 
tipper quad,. The ,now. God, 
it wn, up to my knee,. I was 
carrying t\\O guitars and 
cnuldn 't quite figure out how 
to manage it witl10u1 falling 
down even· third ,ter. It must 
ha\'e been , .. ,,:r ii! the morning 
and I \\a~ ,Uic : would nevci 
make it bad. to m) dorm 
before ,unri,e. 
That \\oa, la~t winter. .Ji::a11 
and I had finally gotten 
tof!ethcr to jam and we had 
bc~n playing all night. I wa~ 
ama1ed when I heard her play 
--1 reml'mber watching her 
finger., flying up and down the 
guitar neck. I wa, in awe. The 
notes coming out of her guitar 
were the \cry same notes that I 
was hearing in my head. It wa, 
magic. 
Her enrlrn,iasm wa, in-
credible and there was a sense 
of urgency with \\hich ,he 
played--a, if ,he were trying to 
convey a me~,age to tho,e who 
li,tened. She was. A, a 
mu,ician, I ,hared that sense 
'. -.· 
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Jean 
of urgency with Jean. When 
we put our ideas together, they 
seemed to e,xplode--each note 
one of us played was answered 
by the other. 
Most of what we played wa, 
original and I was able to un-
derstand Jean more and more 
as I began to understand her 
mu~ic. The intensity of her 
original songs reflect the in-
tensity of her character--you 
always knew when Jean was in 
a room. And the subtle humor 
that underlie~ alot of what ,he 
wrote was truly flowing out of 
her own heart. 
It's just ~o hard to under-
stand--therc was ,o much 
pouring out of her, ,o much 
!me, beauty, music. I reel 
honored to have shared those 
thing~. Her mu~ic and her 
memory will remain with me 
and will continul' to inspire me 
in my own ,ong\\'riting. I 
believe the most we can do for 
Jean i\ to continue the flow--
to live on ... and in her honor, 
to celebrate. 
Vicki Gcnfan 
JINO 
Jean, Jino ..... so full of posttive 
energy and love. 
\\'hat a beautifully mu~ical life-
creati\e, charismatic, intelligent. 
The only person who purpo~ely 
scheduled five 8:00 classes, 
as not to wa~tc a minute of time. 
"Hey Man," wild and warm in her 
hat~. boors, and bandanas-
"filling up, spilling over, (she'~) 
an endlcs~ waterfall." 
Why? 
Her future was so bright, and 
promising. 
This life can be so unfair. 
We're left with an emptiness, a sadness.-
numb with disbelief. 
You\e still with us, Jina, all the time-
Hev Man, 
:'peace and love on you." 
-friends 
_j 
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Savitch Teaches TV News Mini-course 
By Chuck Post 
Jessica Savitch is teaching a 
"mini-course" for the week of 
November 27. The School of 
Communications at Ithaca 
College hired Savitch, a NBC 
nightly news anchorperson, to 
teach a course about television 
news. 
Savitch, currently NBC 
Weekend Anchorperson and 
stand-in for David Huntley 
and John Brinkley, graduated 
from Ithaca College in 1968. 
"I never taught a course 
before this," explained Savit-
ch, who has taught this course 
three times. 
"When Dean John 
Keshishoglou called and asked 
me to teach this course I 
decided to put into the course 
what I would have liked to 
have heard when I was in 
school here," continued Savit- ~ 
ch. 
Savitch felt there was no 
practical way to see how all of 
the theory that was taught 
could be put to use. She tries 
to focus her course around 
issues that are effecting and 
changing the industry. 
"The technology and 
philosophy of the industry 
changes very drastically over " 
year," said Savitch. She 
.. &: 
hopes to be able to continue to 
teach the "mini-course" here 
because she feels it is valuable 
that students get a chance to 
learn how what is learned in 
the classroom gets applied in 
f: 
~·~ · ... 
~.: 
the "real v.orld." 
- . 
: i 
.,, ~ ,j 
Savitch has received many 
awards in the ten years since 
being graduated from Ithaca 
College. The Clarion 
A ward was given to her 
for a telcvi~ion documentary. 
from The National Chapter ot 
Women in Communications. 
Recognition was given to her 
by the Sales and M,~rketing 
Executives of Philadelphia for 
Outstanding Achievement in 
Newscasting. She won both 
the Broadcast Media Con-
ference Award and the 
Women in Communicatiom 
Award for her documentary 
Lady Law. She has also won 
the Philadelphia Press 
Association Award for Best 
News feature. 
Savitch was cho,en to be the 
graduation speaker at Ithaca 
College thi, May 
Congress Supports Governance Amendment 
By Andrea Herman 
At the Student Congress 
meeting oi' Nov. 14, a motion 
was passed to send a letter to 
Dr. Richard Corren ti, vice 
president of student affairs, 
suggesting that classes be can-
celled on Yorn Kippur, Rosh 
Hashonna, and Good Friday. 
Congress had been discussing 
the topic for several weeks; the 
vote was 20 for, 3 opposed, 
and 4 abstentions. 
At the same meeting, the 
Campus Coalition for the 
Liberation of Oppressed 
Peoples (CCLOP) was allotted 
$400. 
On Tuesday, Nov. 28, 
Student Congress passed a 
motion to support an amen-
dment to the Governance 
Document made by the Staff 
Council. The amendment 
reads, "No candidate will be 
recommended to the Bo:ud of 
Trustees for an honorary 
. degree without the approval of 
the Faculty Council." 
Four members of Congress, 
Josh Cantor, Sally Beneman, 
Tom Erbland, and Emily 
Trenholm, were elected to the 
Ad-Hoc Committee · on the 
Governance Document. Four 
non-members of Congress will 
be elected to the Committee 
next week. Linette Liebling 
was selected as chairperson. 
Nominations for student 
representative to the Indepen-
dent Student C0alition (!SC), 
based in Albany, are presently 
* "Chain S~w Massacre" Response From Faculty· Member 
being accepted in the Student 
Government Office. ISC is a 
group that lobbies in the in-
terest of ~tudent\ in j)rivate 
colleges and univer,it?;:~ in 
New York. The repre~rntative 
doe~ not have to be a member 
of Congre~\, although it is 
preferred. Jeff Hallenbt:ck, 
chairper~on of Student 
Congre~~. announced at an 
earlier meeting that it might be 
possible to get credit for in-
volvement in ISC. 
co11111111ed.fro111 page 3 
qudcnt~ cannot choose their 
entertainment films without 
institutional endorsement. -
I cannot belie\e that my 
colleagues understand the im-
plications for this campm oi' 
such an endorsement policy. 
If some movies cannot be 
allowed on thi~ campu~ e'<cept 
"within a critical framework, 
followed by a di~cu~~ion, ., 
then some boob must he put 
under ~imilar limitations. 
Students will iced a note from 
their in,tructor to withdraw 
\llCh book, from the library, 
and they will read them in a 
locked room to cnsure that 
tho~e student, whose interest 
is mere "entertainment" do 
not also read them to indulge 
in degenerate fanta,ic, and 
become corrupt. 
If. the College can offer only 
tho,e entcrtainmenh \\hose 
value~ it endor,c,, then 
religiom parent, will have the. 
right to demand the exclusion 
of any movie or \peaker e,-
pres,ing a nihili,tic or atheistic 
interpretation of life. It is one 
JLook for the 
review of an ex-
citing new book 
from an ex-1.C. 
prof. in next 
week's Ithacan. 
~LfOOA<tA~ 
HELP WANTED 
ITSFOR 
YOU ...... 
please call 
274-3207 
x207 
thing to send a son or daughter 
to a ~eci.1lar imtitution that 
tolerate, the expression of all 
view~; it i~ another to ,end that 
son or daughter to. an in-
stitution that endorse, attach 
on religion. Nor will facult:, 
member~ in their cla~sroorm 
be safe from the effects of an 
endor,ement policy. If the 
College g,ne "imtitutional 
\anction'' to ''the value~" of 
"C'hain\a\, •· merely be 
,howing it on campus for one 
day, then the College mu~t 
have whole-heartedly em-
braced Marxism by paying 
Marxists to teach ih students 
year after year; and it must 
have hdd up homosexuality a, 
a model for emulation by 
retaining homo,extial faculty 
members; and applauded 
atheism by keeping 
atheist,;etc. My colleague\ 
undoubtedly wi~h to li1111t their 
endorsement and pro~cription 
policy to certain kinds of en-
tertainment films, but once 
admitted, pro,cription policy 
to certain kimh of entertain-
ment films. but once admitted, 
proscription i, not ~o easily 
limited. 
Under an endor\ement 
policy, all memher, of thl' 
community will have the right 
to identify acti\itie, and per-
~on, who,e presence on thi, 
campu, "rai,c, a di,turbing 
qucqion abou1 the value~ 
co11111111ed 011 page 15 
Next Tuesday, Dec. 5, will 
be the last Student Congress 
meeting of this ~emester. 
------~-.ill!: 
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Pa~e6 
"Skip" Landen, chairpcr-
\On of Ithaca College's cinema 
and photography department, 
has been appointed to a one-
year term with the Code and 
Rating Administration, the 
organization that assign.~ 
movies their G,PG,R, and X 
ratings. 
what rating their films will 
draw. 
"I'm looking forward to the 
opportunity of participating in 
the field in this way," Landen 
said. "It's a rather rare op-
portunity for an educator to 
have this chance." 
"The main advantage of 
participating on the board," 
Landen continued, "is that 1 
will get to sec everything going 
on in the movie industry 
during one year and will be 
able to observe the new trends 
developing. Just like any 
other sabbatical," he said, "it 
gives the professor fresh in-
sight to bring back to the 
classroom: It's a chance to 
recharge the batteries.'' 
THE ITHACAN 
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rated PG, they should know to 
read some reviews about it 
before deciding to take their 
children." 
Landen, who will begin his 
term January I, 1979, will be 
one of the seven-member 
group which views films and 
artackes ratings according to a 
set of discussion and voting 
procedures. "The group views 
about 300 films a year on an 
official basis," Landen said, 
"and reviews many 
manuscripts on an unofficial 
basis." Reviewing of scripts is 
done for producers who want 
to get a preliminary idea of 
Landen plans to get a close 
look at how Hollywood 
regulates its own industry Code and Rating Ad-
during his time there. The ministration, which operates 
Landen will go to the Code 
and Rating Administration 
with a solid background in the 
movie industry. In his present 
position at Ithaca College, he 
is in charge of a complete 
16mm laboratory,, soundstage, 
and all the film produstion 
courses taught in the School of 
Communications. Prior to 
coming to Ithaca College, he 
was the Head Motion Picture 
Film Producer for the Depar-
tment of Communication Arts 
at Cornell University, the 
general manager of his own 
motion picture studio in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico and the 
Director of the Kansas State 
ii,, . . ' " . ·. ' . . ' ·:· . . . . ", ·: . . .' . . . . . .. . l . . " . . ' ·- " ., 
Before you plunk down a penny to buy a 
Stereo System 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
MASTERCHARGE 
AND VISA CARDS 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
AND GIFT WRAPPING 
heck. 
una 
eek 
HOURS: OPEN 
MON-WED IOAM-6PM 
THURS-FRI IOAM-9PM 
SAT IOAM-6PM 
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
SOUNDCHECK SY.STEMS INC. 
704 W. BUFFALO ST. - ITHACA/ 273-9009 
-·····································~··························: 
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I o Redken Hair Products i 
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0 Precision Hair Styling : 
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0 New Plush.Interior : 
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£ 0 Unisex Salon : 
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• * 
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• * 
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• * ! 215 Dryden Road For an appointment Phone ! 
~ * 
• * ! Collegetown 272-5092 : 
~ * ~ * ~ * ~ 
~ .............................................................. .. 
\. 
under the auspices of the 
Motion Picture Association of 
America, "serves strictly the 
parents of America," Landen 
explained. "It's function is to 
tell parents how to deal with a 
movie. For instance, if one is 
.l.Jniversity Extension Film 
Unit in Manhattan, Kansas. 
Landen also has directing, 
sound, editing, lighting, and 
recording experience as well as 
background in filming and set 
design. 
Every Thursday 
BEER-BLAST 
All you can drink $2.00 
50¢ Vodka Drinks 
8:00-1:00 
at.the DUGOUT 215 E. Senaca St.__ 
,_11_11_a_a_Q-~ 
318 EAST STATE ST .. 
custom blend tobacco ... pipes ... 
imported cigars ... foreign cigarettes 
magazines and newspapers 
books ... foreign magazines I 
11 _a._,_a • • a_o_o._ - -a- - - -a- - _a_a_a_a __ , 
·= -=# C ::, C: :, C: ::I C ::c :ac ::tl 
TO: ALL FACULTY 
FROM: BOOKSTORE 
Textbook orders for 
Spring Semester are 
needed at the Book-
store NOW. 
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GIFT IDEAS FROM SHALIMAR 
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PAPER MACHE 
FROM KASHMIR 
------ - -- --
K074 
K082 
STONE BOXES 
These beautiful hand-carved Indian soapstone 
boxes with multi-color sem1-prec1ous stone inlay 
make the perfect gift for everyone Marbled pattern 
and ornamentation make each box d1st1nct1vely 
one-of-a-kind 
81112 Aut. 
K064 
PAPER 
MACHE 
Collector 
Series 
/:.11c/1 llldH'Id//1// 
1)(1111 tcd dc.,1:,;11 1~ 
1/i'lll/a/i/c Oil 111111111 
d1/f,.,.t·11/ ~lrnpcd /1orcs. 
II~ s/Hli('I/. 
House of Shalimar 
ON THE COMMONS 
273-7939 
FOUR LOCA mNS 
AT PYRAMID MALL 
257-2222 
410 COLLEGE AVE. 
273-7939 
Pa~e8 
-
THEITHACAN 
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Elston Speaks 
on Human Rights 
by Harvey Fireside 
'Human Rights: the Record 
and the Prospects' is the title 
of a talk by Gerhard Elston, 
executive director of Amnesty 
International-USA, Friday, 
December 8, 8p.m., at the Fir-
st Baptist Church on DeWitt 
Park in Ithaca. 
Elston's talk commemorates 
the thirtieth anniversary of the 
adoption of the , Universal· 
Declaration of Human Righb. 
Amnesty International is 
committed to the principles of 
the UN Declaration, including 
'the right to freedom of 
thought, conscience, religion, 
opinion and expression.' 
Chapters of the worldwide 
organization, recipient of a 
Nobel peace prize, work for 
the release of political and 
religious prisoners. During 
the past five years, the Ithaca 
chapter has helped prisoners in 
Spain, India, Chile, Malaysia, 
Vietnam and the Soviet 
Union. 
Elston, who has just been 
named director of the 
American section, comes to 
Amnesty International with 25 
years' experience in social and 
humanitarian causes. He has 
recently held positions with 
the Church Word Service, the 
National Council of Churches, 
and a Center for Ethics and 
Society of the Lutheran Chur-
ch of America. 
Having fled Nazi Germany 
as a teen-ager, Elston takes a 
personal interest in working 
for legislation to assist 
refugees. He has also pledged 
to raise questions about aspec-
ts of U.S. military, aid and 
trade policies as they affect 
human rights concerns. 
IC Prof Recieves Grant 
by Gail duFosse' 
Bob Pasternack, chemistry 
professor at IC, has received a 
$13,500 grant from the 
Research Corporation to study 
the positive an·d negative effec-
ts of oxygen in the at-
mosphere. The grant come~ 
from the Coltrcll College 
Science Grants, program 
within the Research Cor-
poration. 
Working with Pasternack 
on the project is chemistry 
major Bill Skowronek ('80). 
The grant makes it pos~ihle 
for Pasternack and his student 
researcher to continue the 
work he began last ~ ear while 
on sabbatical at King's College 
in London. 
According to Pasternack, 
high oxygen levels are toxic. 
He claims that 'living things 
have developed system~ of 
defense against the toxic sub-
stances.' His research may 
make a contribution to 
medical science because the 
toxic substances in oxygen 
may cause arthritis and other 
inflammation diseases. 
Theori~ts have tried to 
correlate to,ics in oxygen to 
the lifespan of a species, but 
Pasternack is not \Upporting 
the theory at thi~ point. 
A College Deg.-ee 
and no plans? 
Become a 
Lawyer's Assistant and put 
your education to work. 
If you will soon be rece1v1ng your degree and entering a 
10b market which has not yet met your expectations . 
Here's your rnv1tahon to another opportunity: The world ot 
the legal assistant. You can be trained to be a skilled 
member of a top legal team with the potential tor an 
outstanding and active career 
Give yourself an advantage by attending Adelphi Uni-
versity's Lawyer's Assistant Program which Is ap-
proved by the American Bar Association and attain 
the skills plus the credentials that count in the legal 
community. · · 
Specialize in: Employee Benefits-Estates,· 
Trusts and Wills -Corporations -Litigation-Real 
Estate and Mortgages -or become a Generalist. 
• Legal Internships 
• Employment Assistance 
For a free brochure about this career opportunity call 
516/294-8700, Ext. 7604-5, or simply mall the coupon 
below to: Center for Career Programs, Lawyer's As· 
slstant Program, Adelphi University, Garden City, N.Y. 
11530. 
A representative from Adolph, University's lawyer·, A•sutant 
Programw1llb111t Ithaca College 
on December 1, 1918 · from 
10:00 a.m. ~ 1:00 p.m. 
Contee! the Placement Office for 1n individual appointment or 
attend Iha Question ind Answer Opportunity for prospec:1ive 
students which w,11 bO held from 10: 00 to 10: 30 
a. m. For more information contact tho Placement Office or 
lho Lawyer's Assistant Program. Adelphi University. Garden City, 
New York, 15161 294-8700, Ext. 7604. 
·································································· Name ----.-----·. __ . ___ Phone _____________ CP6S: 
Address __ .. .. .. __ _ _______________ .. -·· _. 
City ________ . __ . State _______ Zip _____ _ 
Day Programs Evening Programs 
D Spring 1979 D Spring-Summer 
February 12-May 4 March 6-August 30 
D Summer 1979 D Fall-Winter 
June 11·August 31 September 11-March 20. 1980 
D Fall 1979 September 24-0ecember 14 
Adeiphe ADELPHI UNIVERSITY R IN COOPERATION WITH B THE NATIONAL CENTER 
FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING 
: Adolph, Unrvcrs1ty admns students on the basis or ind1v1dual IT'Crtl nn'J 
i. c..ooe • ."':.rt.~!1'c- ~cp;~~ ~.r.a;: .~o~~r .';.r!~~~, ~r_s.e: • • o • o o o •.o o o • ~ o • o • •• • o u o Q,., o.,, o o 
-by Gail duFosse' MRS. SATAN 
J. Fred Pritt, Professor of 
Drama-Speech at I.C., and 
Jane .Camhi, I.C. 's Jewish 
~haplain, ha\-e collaborated . 
on a play called 'Mrs. Satan,' 
the story of historic women's 
rights leader Victoria G. 
Woodhull. 
Woodhull was a leader in 
the ·National Suffrage 
Association, the firs! woman 
to speak before a 
Congressional Committee and 
the first \<Oman to run for the 
Presidency of the United 
Sates. 'It's a very complex 
story. She was a very complex 
person,' said Pritt. 'On the 
surface, Woodhull was a sin-
cere radical, but she always 
had a quality of being self-
i nterested, of being an 
operator, a shyster.' 
'The idea of doing 
something with the life of 
Woodhull came to me five or 
~ix years ago when I first read 
of her.' said Camhi. 'Her life 
was full of theatrical surprise~ 
and it offered a \\ay of dealing 
with hiqory withjn the 
dramatic format.' 
Pritt and Camhi originally 
thought of the Woodhull story 
as a television serie~ and came 
close to gettmg a grant for it 
from the National Endowment 
for the Humanitie~. After 
receiving encouragement. 
rather than' funding, they 
began working on the play. 
The playwrights are being 
true 10 history, as well as art, 
in their play. 'All the major 
character'~ are real people 
whose live\ and times \\ e have 
attempted to resurrect by din! 
of research and creative 
imagination.' said Cam hi. 
Pritt and Cam hi have staged 
the story in episodes composed 
of memory scenes mixed with 
present action scenes. played 
on platforms with a series of 
projections as a backdrop. 
The projections will .~ct locale, 
make comment, set the mood 
and color of the play and 
allow the action to run 
rapidly. Original music bv 
sophomore piano major·, 
Thoma~ Gonta, will incor-
, porate music from the period 
politica1 song,, suffrage songs: 
and hymns using traditional 
American in'.>lruments, rhe 
banjo and fidcllc. 
The cast for 'Mr,. Satan' 
includes Helene Mccardle a\ 
Victoria Woodhull, a senior 
acting major 'who bear, a 
striking resemblencc 10 Vic-
toria' according to Prill. 
Other major roles are Henry 
Mandell and Steve Aron. 
Supporting roles will be played 
by Holly Felton, Paul Ber-
nstein, Zeva Fi,enberg, Kathy 
Mc Neil, Mary Taylor, Lisa 
Creo and Margie Johmon. 
'Mrs. Satan' will be the 
,econd production in the I.C. 
Theatr~ Season with perfor-
mances on December 1-3 and 
7-9 in the Main Theatre of the 
Dillingham Center for the Per-
forming Arts on the Ithaca 
campu,. 
Ticker, are on sale in the 
Bnx Office, Dillingham, for 
$3.00 general admission, $1.50 
senior dtizens and non-1.C. 
students and $1.00 for the J.C. 
Curtain time is 8:15 pm ex-
cept on Sunday when the per-
fonnance begins at 7:30pm. 
For more information contact 
the Box Office at 274-3224. 
Both C'amhi and Prill will 
be available upon request to 
give ~pccial hackground lec-
tures on'the creative process or 
writing the play and it, 
hbtorical hasi,. The lecture, 
will be !-!ivcn after the produc-
tiorn. and group, ma~ make 
requests by phoning Martin 
SL'hulman al 27-1-3224. 
Victt)ria Woodhull leads the Fir2,ht ft;r 
PerSt)nal f reed()n1 ·, _ _. 
,·:-~ ;r.. "1• .. ~· .. 
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Music Satellite! Chuck Leavell 
by Tom Kallman 
This week the Music 
Satellite will explore the per-
sonality of a keyboard player, 
admired not only throughout 
the music industry, but among 
music lovers all over the 
world. Hi.s name is Chuck 
Leavell, and he has played 
with many musicians including 
Friends & Neighbors, The 
Allman Brothers Band, and 
most r.ecently Sea Level. The 
interview I did with this 
musician reveals many of his 
personal thoughts concerning 
an Allman Brothers Reunion, 
as well as the direction his 
most recent group Sea Level 
will pursue. 
Q. Chuck could you tell me 
why your band Sea Level , 
chose to expand its original 
line up of musicians and add 
on others such as Randall 
Branlett? 
A. (Chuck Leavell) Well I've 
known Randall a long time, 
since he was with a band called 
Cowboy, and then Cowboy 
went on tour with Gregg 
Allman, and Randall played 
sax with them. As a matter of 
fact, he was the leader of the 
horn section, and we got to be 
very good friends. l admired 
his music, his writing, and I 
just always thought, in the 
back of my mind, that I would 
like to be in a band with him. 
So one drunken night in 
Oregon, when we were on the 
road, the band had discussed 
adding Randall, as well as 
Davis Causey, who played 
guitar in Randalls band. l 
called him up, drunk as a 
skunk from Oregon 
somewhere at a truck stop and 
asked him if he would consider 
it, and at the time he had his 
own band, 50 he made the 
arrangements to disband his 
band and come to Macon to 
join Sea Level. And then 
Jaimoe who was, of course, 
the original drummer from the 
band, more or less announced 
that he wanted to stop going 
on the road due to his terrible 
back problem which plagued 
him through the entire first 
tour and Album. He was 
seeing chiropractors everv 
day. He suggested we get 
another drummer and was 
very instrumental in helping us 
find this guy George Weaver, 
who is with us now. George 
comes from a very heavy 
R&B background, and has 
played with the Bobby Blue 
Bland, Aretha Franklin, 
Trrone Davis, and many 
others. 
Q. What kind of changes did 
the band have to go through 
musically upon welcoming 
these additional members to 
Sea Level? 
A. Well, we had to ease off 
for one thing; "less is more", 
in other words we had to give 
everybody more room to play, 
and at the same time when you 
have more instruments going 
on well then it naturally fills 
up a lot of space, so we had to 
become more careful about 
what we were doing musically, 
and then of course, you have 
to deal with peoples per-
sonalities, and the main thing, 
Randall's writing, which has 
become on'e of the major for-
ces in the band now. Randall 
is a very prolific writer, and he 
writes a lot of different kinds 
of songs, so it's an avenue 
where we have just scratched 
•ue surface. So as we grow, I 
feel Randall will become more 
and more a force in the band. 
Q. Chuck, the last time I in-
terviewed you, you were th~ 
sole vocalist in the band, and I 
remember your statement 
about more vocals being 
needed. Now that Randall 
and yourself do most of the 
3inging, do you forsee any ad-
ditional changes in the groups 
future? 
A. No, what we have now is 
the band that we want, no ad-
ditions no subtractions there'll 
be more vocals because Ran-
dall writes a lot of lyrical 
songs, my real stronghold, is 
instrumental songs in writing, 
and arranging. Also I've been 
working on my lyrics as well, 
I'm writing more and more 
lyrics, and I'm enjoying it 
more and more, and it's 
becoming easier for me to do. 
So in the future vou'II 
probably see more vocai~. but 
we will never drop our in-
conti11111!d on pa,.:e JO 
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* Leavell Interview ~=~i:or;:~_~!0:xt~:i.tes0hi: SaxaJ!hone Recital 
could testify. When your of-
continued from page 9 leave jail and continue to fered immunity, and you don't Saxophonist Bo Black, ac-
strumental aspect, it's a part .nanage, like originally, and testify you perjure yourself companied by Associate 
of us and we enjoy doing it. are there any charges still pen- and you can be put in jail for Professor of Piano Mary Ann 
Q. Do you think the group ding? perjury, and in this particular Covert, will present a formal 
will do other people's A. Well, he's still not out of it kind of instance, or perjury is recital at 8:15 pm on Thur-
material, as in your first yet. It's a very unfortunate what they call "you hold the sday, December 7 and a 
album where you recorded thing that happened to me and key". However if Gregg did "Master Class of Saxophone 
Paul Simons "Scarborough to most people that saw it go not testify, I really doubt they Quartets" from 4-6 pm on 
Fair"? down. There was no justice to would keep Gregg Allman in Wednesday, December 6, both 
A. Well possibly so, that's his conviction, to make a long jail very long. Never the less, in Ford Hall Auditorium. 
one of those things that just story short, John Herring was he did testify, and some of it "Blac~ is undoubtedly one 
has to happen. That's the way sentenced to seventy-five years was very damaging to Scooter. of the finest saxophone vir-
"Scarborough Fair" hap- in prison, for drug trafficking But for heaven sake's Scooter' tuosos in the world today," 
pened, it developed out of a which he really had no part in, Herring is one of the finest commented Steven Mauk, 
jam we were playing one but anyway recently the men you'll ever meet in your Ithaca's Professor of 
night. Yes, if something regional court in New Orleans life. He's out on the road with Saxophone, reflecting the high 
should come along, and strike overturned his conviction and us now and we would have esteem in which Black is held 
everyone as a good thing to it kind of restored everybodys nobody else but Scooter to do by his peers. The London 
do, then certainly· we would faith in the judicial system in our road managing, and what Times praised his London · 
give it a try! the country. But, it's not over did happen was a total farce as debut by saying "Mr. Black Footnotes to Appear 
Q. A few years ago, when you yet. He could get another trial far as justice is concerned and has a fine technique, with a in X-Roads 
were with the Allman he could be aquitted or else he we all feel very strongly, in the large tone consistent Th Footnot an A Cap-
Brothers, the manager of the could be resentenced, so were -end the truth will be told and throughout the register, yet II e. . es, f om Prin band was John Scooter just waiting to see what hap- that the man will be aquitted. capable of some variety of pet a sUmg!ng ~rloup .1r1 perfo m-l · d Q D"d , s 11 1 . f h ce on mvers1 y, w1 r -Iernng an there were some pens. . 1 n l cooler actua Y co or. .. mnocent o even t e . th C d Sat rday 
h. h d G ff d · G , 1-f f 1. h . . fl . , , m e rossroa s on u t mgs t at went own, con- regg was o ere 1m- save regg s I eon a ew oc- s 1g test Jazz rn ect1on. t 9 
cerning him, and none other munity to testify at Scooter's casions, from drug overdoses? Today, Black continues the a T~.m · , rto ·re 
than Gregg Allman, which trial, so in other words, he was A. Yes, Scooter did, on many performance success heralded er· grdoupds refpe 11a I d d h. · · ·1 f f d ·f 1 · G , rr . rg?2 spans 1ve eca es o popu r an e 1m m Ja1 , 0r sup- orce to test, y or at east occasions save regg s I e, m . . Th t th E t 
posedly trafficking cocaine, that' 5 what he was told, and and they wouldn't even allow Upon completion of this mcusict. d eyf ourf cue atl~y 
· h , . oas an per orm req n 
and more spec1hcally for sup- t at swhat the F.B.I. arranged that to be entered as testimony study, he was awarded an th p . t , 
I · G · h d ·1 d h h h · h h · . . . on e rmce on campus. p ymg regg wit a ai y sup- an t ey went t roug quite at t e eanng. unanimous first pnze rn 
ply. How was Scooter able to abit just to get him out of Q. What made the courts saxophone from the Conser- MU.SIC QUIZ 
loosen up on Scooter's convic- vatoire Nationale of Bor-
tion? deaux, France. 
DIMEY'S 
ATTHE 
DUGOUT 
NOW EVERY MON & TUES 10¢ DRAFTS 
A. I think they took a hard Black who will play works 
look ~t the trial which was by Cres;on, Cowell, Charpen-
r~ally Jacked all _out of p~oor- tier, Dubois Tomasi and Karel 
t1ons, I mean Judge "Yllbur Husa, maintains an active solo 
Owens had ,so much test~mony career with performances in 
on Scooter s behalf which he London, St. Louis, Chicago, 
would not allow for legal Houston and various parts of 
~easons, or so he ~!aimed: and France. The Master classes 
it was very damagmg for it not and recital are free and open 
to be allowed. to the public. 
b~ Mark f,'elix 
I) What song is the group 
Iron Butterfly best known for? 
2) Name the Monkees. 
3) Who is kno\,n in the rock 
world _a, 'The Boss'? 
4) Name the former lead 
vocalist of The Spinners who 
left to pur~ue a ~olo career. 
5) How did the Doobie 
Brothers get their name? 
MEDICAL SCHOOL 
Jan. ·79 and Aug. '79 applicants, 4-year fully 
recognized and established Mexican Medical 
School, with several hundred American stu-
dents enrolled. Use English language text-
books and exams in English. School combines 
quality education, small classes, experienced 
teachers. modern facilities. 
UNIVERSIDAD DEL NORESTE 
120 East 41 st Street. New York, N.Y. 10017 
(212) 594•6589 or 683-6566 
Fantastically tasty fish fillets, with 
tartar sauce, coleslaw and frenchfries. 
Big People 
$2.75 
Little People 
. $1.59 
(children under 12) 
i&lllAE llf. 
I Ci00D TIMES ARE FOUND. 
Book your holiday par-
ties now. 
' At the Commons 
Produced by Tom Scholz. Management: Paul Ahern, Left Lane, Inc. 
"Epic:· "' are trademarks of CBS Inc © 1978 CBS Inc. 
272-9597 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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Midnight Express 
Reviewed 
by Barbara Dawson 
The Ithacan 's new policy 
or rating films will be through 
the use of a cartoon audience. 
The rating system is as 
follows: 
4 people - outstanding 
3 people- good 
2 people- fair 
I person- poor 
Alan Parker's 'Midniglll 
r-xpre<;'>' is the true story of 
Billy Hayes, a young 
American arrested in Istanbul 
while trying to leave Turkey 
,,ith two kilos of hashish 
tared to his body. He wa~ 
taken to the police station, 
where he was humiliated by 
the Turkish police and final!> 
sent to prhon. His father 
came to ls;tanbul to- try to get 
him out of prison and take 
him home, hi,ed a la,,yer and 
finallv force Billy's ca~e to 
come.to trial. His work wa, to 
no avail. Billy wa~ sentenced 
to five years in prison for 
pos~es.,ion of l1a-.hish. He was 
tal,,.en back to the prison and 
·told that he wuld !,!Cl out in 
three vears ,,ith good 
behavillr·. So for the next 
three years, under the worst 
possible conditions, Billy w~s 
a model prisoner. He saw his 
friends brutally beaten, and 
tal,,.en off to the insane a'iylum; 
and he was tortured. Through 
it all he lived with the hnpe 
that hi~ time would '>non be 
over. The vearY> pas'>ed and his 
time appe;red to be almost 
over. With only 53 days to go. 
his case came up again, this 
time he ,,a., tried for drug 
,mu!!gling. Once again he lost 
and thi, time wa, ,entenced to 
life imprisonment. After 
being so close to the end of hi~ 
sentence, he was incredulous 
as; were the members of his 
familv. He planned an 
dabo;ate escape with two of 
his; friend'>. Their tunnel was 
discovered and Billy's hopes 
were crushed once again. This 
time he became violent and 
was taken off to the insane 
a<;ylum. 
'Midnight Expres,' i\ a true 
story and that make, it all the 
more incredible. 
In a recent televi'>ion inter· 
view, Hayes ,aid that lie 
minimi7ed the horror~ or life 
in a Turl,,.i,h prison because he 
felt no one ,,ould belie\e him. 
Even as it is, the conditions 
illustrated in this movie ,ecrn 
too horrible to be true. 
Brad Davi, is superb as Billy 
Hayes. His role i'> a very dif-
ficult one but he. and the 
,, riter\, make this movie rise 
above the ordinary. Done in-
correctly, 'Midnight Express' 
could ha, L' been simply a 
violent, 1as1ele,s movie. For-
tunate!\ it'~ not. Many critics 
have called the most important 
film of the decade. and ,, hile 
not everyone mI1y aµree with 
that, there is no doublt thal 
'E,pre~,· i, an important 
movie. After it was first 
shown at the Canne~ Film 
Festival, it cau,ed the United 
States l!Overnment to begin 
negotiations for the exchange 
ofpri~oner, with Turkey. 
'Midnil!ht r:,pre~s· is an ex-
cellent m~vie. hut it'~ certainly 
not a movie for anyone who i~ 
squeami~h. The , iolence in 
this movie is nece,,ary to the 
,tory, withoul it the movie 
would not be as powerful. It', 
a film that ha~ to be seen to be 
b<.'lieved · 
Answers· 
'(lU!Of) ;)!qoop B illl!llOJ 
;)1!4·'' p;J)Bll!il!JO Jllll!N (S 
.)UU,\M 1nos .)UU!l!l!d (p 
U;)J)SU!JdS ;)JllJij (£ 
/U;)jOO 
,\;J)fJ!l-\J .PUB SJUOf P!ABQ 
'41!WSJN ;))j!l'\I ')jlOJ.. J.)lJd (Z 
BP!A-BQ·BPPB!)-V-Ul ( I 
You Don't Need a Subway! 
To 
Get 
.. ,· ..... rr..,. 
When you are 
'in Cosent1rn's Shoes· 
step downstairs to fmd 
blouses, sweaters, pants. 
skirts all at low low prices. 
130 The Commons 
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat 
Thurs & Fri Night 
Open till 9:30 
THElTHACAN 
Jack's New Licks 
at Nite Court 
Jack's New Licks, Ithaca 
College's own keepers of the 
" funk, fusion, and rock music, 
will be appearing at Nite Court 
tonite at 9:30. 
The band's members Richy 
(MG) Stanojev, Jim Lawren-
ce, Dave (occasionally game) 
Olivier, and Rich Hilton have 
been polishing and reforming 
their new material throughout 
the Thanksgiving season, and 
this show promises to be their 
most exciting yet. The band 
PaJ?e 11 
has committed themselves to--("')-------~"'o~ ~ 
developing their talent a\ :t=" \?" U 
composers, and will be expan- f.r \ I,.~ narv 
ding their repertoire of HalrY ~ ~ ca 
original material in the very a.#,) 
near future. NT 
Upcoming performances in- (LIP JQI 
elude Dec. 7 at the Haunt, and ,, 
again Dec. 13 at a special "T k Advantage 
Christman Party at the Haunt. a '"e 
The band cordially invite~ and 
encourages the college com-
munity to get 'jumbo and 
m}:esed' and come on down. 
116 N. Cayuga-in the Clinton House 
273-2221 
/ 
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'Studio Tan39 
by Scott Greene 
Frank Zappa is a rather 
,trange rock performer. He 
ha, heen heard by quite a few 
people and yet he has not been 
heard. Zappa i~ perhaps the 
sole performer of comic rock. 
Hi, songs, throughout his 
many years of recording, have 
poked fun at disco queens, 
bmines~ men and sexual 
deviants. Most people knnw 
Zappa for these hysterical, yet 
often insightful, lyrics. It is 
too easily f0rgotten that Frank 
Zappa is a fine guitarist and a 
great composer. Perhaps the 
rca~on that Zappa's talent has 
gone unnoticed is that his 
~mica! tastes are extremely 
different from those of main-
stream rockers. Zappa uses 
difficult key and rhythm 
changes so that his music often 
sounds like pieces of I 00 di f-
ferent songs. 
Zappa's new album,Studio 
Tan, is no different. In the 
song 'Greggery Peccary', 
which takes up the entire first 
side, Zappa pokes fun at the 
business world and how 
Greggery is forced to join this 
seemingly distasteful 
---------~~~=~ 
bureacracy. Upon joining the 
'organization', Gregg er y 
becomes disillusioned by its 
shallowness and seeks a 
'philostopher' who supposedly 
knows, and can teach, the 
truth. Of course, one has to 
sign up for his courses! This 
song features Zappa's 
narration with background 
music used to evoke visual 
images and emotions. It's a 
hilarious portrayal of business 
people and business in general. 
The second side of Studio 
Tan is a bit disappointing. 
The first song on this side is 
Decisions, Decisions, Decisions 
This CHRISTMAS ENJOY YOURSELF in that search for 
those special gifts. o·ur functional and decorative 
stoneware and porcelain POTTERY is so stimulating and 
colourful you will want to keep it for yourself! Our collec-
tion of HAND-BLOWN GLASS goblets, lamps, candle-
holders, paperweights, and vases will make you feel like 
choosing the perfect gift is your creative experience. We 
also offer beautiful HAND-DIPPED CANDLES in every 
colour of the rainbow!!! 
People's Pottery Dewitt Mall M - Sat 10:30 - 5:30 
i Be's Fri_ends 
I Auto harp/ Guitar Duo 
I I Friday December 1 
9pm= 12pm 
AND 
sung by people whose voices 
remind me of 'The Chip-
munb,,' and it i~ repetitive. 
The next song is callec..l 
'Revi~ed Music for Guitar and 
Low Budget Orchestra'. It's 
totally instrumental and it 
features rhythmic and chordal 
indulations. Zappa also plays 
some fine guitar on this one. 
The last song, 'Redunzl' h 
an upbeat jazz-rock tune, 
another testament to Zappa's 
musical -ability. There's a lot 
of good guitar and piano work 
November 30, 1978 
on this act. 
Overail, Zappa's album i~ 
musically tight, though 
5ometimes offbeat. His lyric\ 
do lack the decadence of past 
years. This album seem~ to be 
Zappa's statement that he's 
going to s_tart concentrating on 
the music. I think it's the right 
choice. 
The album for this review 
was ,supplied by Soundcheck 
Systems, Inc., 704 West Buf-
falo St. where top 50 album~ 
are on sale for $4.99. 
Sports week 
OnWICB-TV 
by Robert Woodrow 
The sports participant has 
always been a celebrated and 
respected figure in society. As 
far back as ancient Greek and 
.Roman times, sports were a 
major concern to the people. 
WICB-TV producer Alex 
Cortiselli has capitolized on 
this idea and brings to Ithaca 
. SPORTSWEEK. Cortiselli 
and assistant producers Bob 
Swartz and Claudia Geyer 
have created a consolidated 
half-hour of local and national 
sports news similar to 
WNEW-TV'S "Sports Ex-
tra". Although rather than 
Lee Leonard and Bill Mazer, 
we are presented with the per-
ceptive and quick witted, spor-
ts analysts, Eric Friedlieb and 
Susie Lowhman, both 
exhibited well under the direc-
tion of Brian Campbell. 
Friedlieb and Lowhman each 
week examine local and 
national sports figures, report 
game scores, present film 
footage of Ithaca and Cornell 
football and bring us a special 
"Port-A-Pack" series dealing 
with local teams, filmed on 
location. 
Bring a Touch of the Tropics 
to Your Home 
•
THE PLANTATION· 
Plants, Flowers, Gi(ts , 
.,._ 
154 Ithaca Commons ··. 
273-7231 
t 
-, ··. ( \ 
' ! .,: 
' 
The Princeton FootnOtes 
an a cappella singing group 
Saturday December 2 
9 pm - 10:30 pm i 1 
j 
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Ping-Pong Pool 
The Egbert Union spon- trophies. The individual win-
sored a fall Ping-Pon'g and ners were: In Pool - first 
Pool Tournament on Sunday, place: Lew Wigod, second 
Oct. 28. The tournament was place: Kurt Graham 
open to all Ithaca Collegi;_ In Ping-Pong- first place: 
students. The top two winners Mark Mosher, second place: 
in each event received Kenny Greeve 
Philosophy Course Cancelled 
Dr. Walter Horn's 14-101, In-
tro. to Philosophy, Sec. 5 & 8 
have been cancelled. Dr. 
Horn will offer 2 sections of 
Critical Thinking 14-203 
Sec. 01 - 3-4 MWF 
Sec.02-4-5:15 MW 
This is a course for students 
who would like to think 
critically and logically. Em-
phasis is placed on construc-
ting arguments and avoiding 
fallacies. Students can register 
for this course in January. 
Exam Scl1edule 
The lthac.:a College Examina-
tion Policy Is As Follows: 
No examinations are to be 
given the last week of classes 
(december 7-13). All final 
examinations are to be given 
in accordance with the pub-
lished revised Fall 1978 Exam-
ination Schedule. Exceptions 
to this policy must be ap-
proved by the Dean of the 
School in which the course is 
offered. 
Students who have three 
final examinations on the 
same day may opt, if they wish 
to have the middle examina-
tion moved to a different day. 
The new time and date must 
be mutually agreed to by the 
faculty member and the stu-
dent. The student's academ-
ic dean will mediate any un-
resolvable problems regard-
ing the three examinations 
in one day policy. 
~<V!Sill FALL 1978 
flllAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
-;;;;-~lD~;- ---r;,ONDAY -:;ESDAY \IE!lh~SDAY---;;-;;;;;AY 
DEC 15 I DEC 18 DEC 19 DEC 20 DEC 21 
-----------~- ------ ---- --
:00-10:00 AH 4 Hill' 10 HllF 8 H'./F- ll TR 9 li'•T 
0:30 AH-12}0 1?!,. ·- __ ~-TR _ SPECIAL ll HllY --- SPEC!AL 3:30 TR 
aao-,,o, ™ , - ~- mm> '"'" n • n 
,:::::::: J ::::~m• ~.:·:,j~,::rn ~m:rn ::n,;.:, 
Chine~t· -Amt·ri(·a11 Fuod 
118 W. State Street 272-7350 I 
SUPER WEEKEND ... YES . 
.. .-. .... ,...,,.._,....,,,._,..., .... ..., .... .....,,._,--.-..,,--.-..-...... 
Thurs. Nov 30 
JACKS NEW LICKS 
Fri.· Deca 1 
RALPH 
Sat. Dec. ·2 
BACK ... AT LAST! 
SARATOGA 
MOTHER FREEDOM 
A special thank-you to the D.K. 
Brothers for a fantastic Party. 
1 
NmTE COlJHRu I 
. 215 N. AURORA ST. f-
t· I ~ ! __ --~--=--====::::::::z.i::::;;:.:;:::;c::--::-··:.:2:::~ .. 2~~J~~ -- _, __ ,...,..,,-_-:.:.z:_;. ______ 1 J 
THE ITHACAN 
SHIRT T ALIES: 
THE HOLIDAY STORY 
IS PURE LUXURY! 
.111-.t :-lip into tlw-.1' irwn·dil,h lwa11tifnl -liirtinµ::- from Tiu· \Yt>allll'r-
\ arw. and ~ 011·11 •t't' \\ hat \\t' 1111·an. \\ t:\(' !!ttl tht· -.hirl-: that fi-t•I .r-. 
\\t111d1·rful a, tilt'~ look'. Fro111 \111a11da. ,, prt'l1·11d-111t·11--l11ok ,ati11~ 
-.Iii rt\\ ith a li11tto11-cl1m 11 1·ollar a11cl it-. one 1·011lra-1i11:.: lit>. In ,t1J11p 
hliw. la11p1·. I - 12. :;:{ I. \11tl IU).2 cltH' ... a ltl\.1· li1tl1· µ:1·orµ:1•tt1· 1,1011,1· 
\\ ith douldt· pnt'kt'I-.. i11 pl11111. lt•al or rt·d. ~i,,·d] - 11.:310. That"-. 
our holida\ -.1,irl tali·- IHI\\. co1111· ,-tart \ 1111r tt\\ 11 l1•µ:1·11d al Th,· 
\\ 1·atllt'na11P'. 
P11ge IJ 
/ 
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HATE TESTS? 
Learn how to study 
for exams without 
cramming and how 
to take exams 
without freezing! 
Math Club Successfully Picnics at Stewart Park 
Come to the Test 
Taking Workshop 
sponsored by RASP 
(Reading and 
Academic Skills 
Program). 
Tuesday Dec. 5 
7- lOpm F306 
any questions - stop by 
102C & D Muller or call 
us at 274-3102 
A succc~sful math-faculty meeting of the Math Club, t 1vc 
sponsored picnic at Stewart cager and enthusiastic ~tudcnts 
Park on September 10th were elected to serve their one 
initiatcdoneofseveraloutings year· offices: Louis King 
that is coordinated annually President, Steve Weiman Vice 
with the Math Club. The in- President, John Godfrey-
formal gathering allowed the Senior Rcpre5entative, Jeff 
students of the Math Club to Klafehn-Junior Represen-
mingle with their professors in tative, and Linda Sopher-
a relaxed atmosphere. Student Congres~ Represcn-
Duri ng the first official tative, 
Horseback Riding 
A new horseback riding meeting to discuss this new 
program for Ithaca College riding program-, Tuesday, 
students is being organized at December 5th at 8:00 in 
the Cornell Stables. Cornell Friend's Hall, Room 104. 
horses and instructors will be Members of the Cornell riding 
used to provide lessons in hunt staff will be there to answer 
~cat equitation and dres~age to any questions, and to deter-
riders at all levels · mine how much interest there 
There will be an open i~ in thi~ type of program. 
-----~--------------------------~--------------------~~ I Tennis balls being wind-blown : 
Not when you play IN.DOORS 
NOW THRU THE END OF THE 
SEMESTER ... ONE HOUR OF 
COURT TIMEooo B 
$8 anytime ' ": , ... ~·-....... ··~· 
(with student I.D.) 
~.- , k_ ...... "J ,./ 
~,., 
ADVA·NTAGE INDOOR TENNIS CLUB 
With almost half of F-201 
filled and the election results 
tabulated, the Math Club 
promptly started to prepare a 
list of this year's goals and ac-
tivities. Suggestions were 
propo5cd for a Problem (Puz-
zle) Solving Contest, a series 
of lectures dealing with 
mathematical applications, 
and an in depth look at career, 
Program 
Lessons will include proper 
use of the aids at the walk, 
trot, and canter, and inter-
mediate and advanced rider~ 
will work over fences. 
Ithaca College students may 
obtain gym credit for riding at 
in mathematics. 
The Math Club will hold its 
next meeting on Monday, 
December 4th at 7:00pm in F-
201. The meeting will include 
a talk delivered by Robert 
Haberstroh, visiting Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics. 
All students arc encouraged to 
attend. 
Cornell. 
Riding classes meet once a 
week for an hour. Transpor-
tation to and from Cornell will 
be provided if there is su f-
ficient interest. 
SA/RA Candidate Meeting 
At tent ion all potential meeting, to acquamt ~tuoent, 
SA/RA candidate, for 1979- \\ith variou, dimemion, of th1: 
80. Durinf! the \\eek or Staff :\s,istant/Re~1dent 
Deccmher 4th the Office of A,~i,tant job from the rer-
- Re<,1dcntial I.ifL' \\'ill be ,pccti\·e of present SA"~, 
ht) Id in g i 11 for 111 at i P 11 a I RA', and Rc,idcnt Director,. 
._ ___________ .!!P..~':~~!-~<:~_]..?2.:.~~0J ___________________ _. fine international and ori inal cuisine 
,_..<~Mla9C~~o4111i.c~1411PC..--<~MBa-<~MmlH.....«)411Bot>4111111M~Mill9<)4119(~..-C.....«t419(-, 
'&lf!IJ i!Jiilnu ~-.. 
-I I 
I A Star Is Born I ~ I 
0 starring I 
I I 
i I 
1 Barbara & Kris 1 
I 5 . d , I i tre,san Kristofferson 1 
t I 
I I I Friday & Saturday I 
~ 7 & 9:30 I ~ T102 I ~ I i $l I 
I I 
L~~------=----~~~------.J \. 
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*Chain Saw Response 
continued from PGRe 3 they will go to any length to 
which are endorsed by the suppress the voice of the im-
College Community." The moral opposition. 
administration is currently I do not w..ant to give the 
refusing to include in the impression that I am ad-
college's Judicial Code the vocating the showing of 
students' right to their own sadomasochistic films on this 
sexual orientation because campus; nor am I arguing that 
such a statement would imply any members of this com-
institutional endorsement of munity do not have the right 
homosexuality. In the '60's to express their objections to 
some faculty members were such film.~. But I am arguing 
insisting that individuals that the faculty of a liberal art~ 
representing cert a i n college should not call for a 
organizations or advocating policy that would prevent the 
certain policies should not be showing of these films because 
allowed to speak on this cam- they "contradict" the values 
pus because allowing them to for which this institution stan-
do so would constitute in- ds. This imtitution is n{'t 
stitutional support of their dedicated to the protection of 
views. Students believed that a truth already discovered and 
they had the right to interrupt codified in some set of values 
the lectures of faculty mem- to which everything and 
bers who had voiced opinion~ everybody must conform, but 
on national political policies rather to a never-ending search 
which allegedly contradicted for truth which requires the 
the values of this institution. free expression of all points of 
Once infec,ed with the virus of view, even those we consider 
righteou,;;ness and given the to be wrong and offensive. I 
power tc, clean up a campus, would hope that all faculty 
members of academic com- members can still affirm with 
munitics are no different from Milton that we "cannot praise 
the merchants of Main Street; a fugitiv·e and cloistered vir-
Answers to last Weeks Crossword Puzzle 
r--·····Chrisf;-~-s_G_i_ft_s __ l 
HEAD'S CAMERA SHOP 
GEORGE A. POTTER 
Owner 
PHOTO SPECIALISTS 
272-8090 
300 E. STATE ST. 
ITHACA, NEW \'ORK 14850 
i 
..... ·--···········'\·················································································· 
H&H 
wines and liquors 
your home away form home 
with friendly service. 
Get your Christmas gifts 
now. Free gift wrapping. 
closest liquor store 
to the I .C. campus 
218 on the Commons 272-2111 
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-
tue; unexercised and un-
breathcr, that never sallies out 
and sees her adversary." If 
students arc allowed to choose 
their own entertainment films-
-and they should have this 
right--inevitably they will 
make mistake~, but without 
the freedom to make mi~takes, 
there is no freedom. Our 
students deserve more trust 
than the letter of my 
colleagues reveals. Even that 
letter indicated that students 
did 1101 ,it at "Chainsaw" en-
thralled in sado-masochistic · 
fantasies but were unable "to 
stomach the movie to the 
end." 
Faculty can do much that is 
,constructive to improve the IC 
film series. Ms. Sclbst stated 
that none of the signers of the 
Oct. 26 letter volunteered a 
single suggestion to the film 
committee before they issued 
their denunciation of "Chain-
saw," while she affirms that 
the committee would welcome 
faculty suggestions. Let those 
who are knowledgeable about 
films work with this commit-
tee to select movies that arc 
a est helically and intellectually 
exciting. Such an effort would 
probably eliminate all 
problems with film selection, 
but if the students should oc-
casionally choose a movie not 
10 faculty ta~te, let the faculty 
denounce it--Iet them picket it 
if they wish--but let them not 
try to stop the showing of that 
film. And if the ad-
Did You Know? 
I. 9 million barrels of 
petroleum\\ ould be saved if 25 
of the pla"1ics in home~ ,\ere 
rcu,ed. 
2. By rcu,ing 1011 of 
al um in um \\ c could ~ave 
20,000 lb~. pf coal. 
3. Ltl'h year more than 23 
million ton, of papn 
pacL1gm~ become, pa1 t of our I 
country's tra,h. . 
Bet ~011 didn't! 
Think before you tlmrn. 
ministration should step in to 
ban the movie, let these same 
faculty members lead demon-
strations to insist that.the film 
be shown. 
I cannot close this letter 
without chiding my colleagues 
for publicly condemning a 
movie that, as far as I can 
ascertain, they themselves 
have never seen. Perhaps they 
feel they also have the right to 
Pagt• IS 
condemn the book they h:nc 
never read or the lcct ure they 
have never heard. If one i~ 
going to speak of educational 
values, it might ,cem wi~e to 
demomtratc to studenh ho\\ 
respon,ihle ,cholar~ and 
teacher, carefully in\estigate <1 
subject before they na~, any 
judgment\. 
by William Terwilliger 
*Poetry Reading 
co11ti1111ed from page I 
feminist poet and playwright, 
Grahn i, the author of 'A 
Woman is Talking to Death,' 
'The Common Woman' 'She 
Who Continues' and editor of 
a three-volume collection of 
poetry titled 'True Life Ad-
\·ent ure Stories.' 
Beverly Tancnhaus, coor-
dinator of the Ithaca College 
Writer, Series, describe~ 
Grahn a, a \\'Oman who ,el·, 
politics a, an integral part of 
daily life. 'She ,ees politic, 
not just in going out and 
voting, but as a force in Pur 
values.' 
to California to rebuild the 
bu,incs,. ~hl' and graphiL' ;If· 
ti"1 \\'cndy Cadden began thL· 
pre" ten year, a120 a!-'aimt 
great odd,, learning the pr Ill· 
ting 11 ade by trial and c1 1 or 
and per,i,tence. 
The pres, rum a, a non-
profit 01 gani1atio11 and C.r;1hn 
i~ committed to the ide.t that 
women mu,t control a, mud1 
of their own work a, pm,il1 k. 
'The more independent \Oicc, 
'''L' L·an ~et:p alive in 1h,, L·ou11-
11 \, the better,' she l on11ncnts. 
'It mean, that lemini>t 
author, wili not have to 
Last year, when Grahn cl100,e het\,ee11 the l·arelul 
vi,iled Ithaca ( 'ollege for the handling of the ,mall prc,,e, 
firq time, Diana Pre,, had and the di-trihl!l1on 
just been vandali,ed. 'We pos,ihil1tie~ or the commerL·1al 
were vandaliied but not publi,hing hou,e, At Diana 
Pre,,, we're cPmmilled 10 de\troyed, · ,he insisted 1 adamant!\, and ,he returned bot 1.' 
/UNLIMITED*;, 
SHRIMP 
at our unique 
salad bar 
PLUS Ufllimited 
Appetizers and Desserts 
ROUTE 13. ITHACA, N.Y c. RESERVATIONS-272·6484 
FREE Exhaust System Inspection 
000 al your local Walker Dealer 
Just bring your car in for a free exhaust 
s.ystem 1nspection and we'll give you a 28 
ounce bottle of Coke Absolutely Free! 
Then, if your exhaust system does need any 
repair work, we'll give you an accurate es-
timate - of only the parts you need, nothing 
more. 
We install Walker mufflers and pipes, too. 
The ones designed specifically for your car. 
Even imports. So you can rHI assured that 
the wrong muffler won't be wasting gas -
or reducong your engine's effic,ency - or 
caus,ng poor acceleration. 
Slick with your neighborhood service sta-
toon or repair garage ... so you don't get 
stuck with a gas-guzzling muffler! And get 
Walker - the world's best selling muffler 
from your nearest Parts Plus Service 
Center. You'll find ii listed below. 
SPECIAL OFFER SPONSOkED BY THlSE DISTRIBUTORS 
UNITED AUTO PARTS 
PARTS PLUS AUTO STORE 
616 W Buffalo Strccl. lth.!lca. NY 27J 341' 
SAM KRAMER'S AUTO FINISHES 
,A II 358 Elm1ro Road llhllca NY 27J 5,139 
• - Free lnspocl,on by Thoso Service Cenlers luted Below Only -
.,,. Parts ~.~~.::ervice Centers 
l.11.AIITOlll'AIH IW'111.0lll S.nk1 
0.,,1'1 TIIAtO ,.._.., AIIO(O S•rrlc1 l1lllt'1Wfq1 a.11,0·,nuco 
Cornu M1plt Ave & Orydtn Road 917 Oryd1n Road, Routt J66 101 w,,1 Seneca Street Route 1J 
400 Sptinctr Road 1421 Danbr Uoad N1wf11ld, N Y 
,.,..11·,suaoco D.i.'1AICO , ... ·, IIOIIL S.nlu R 'I C1at1r lN'1,on11 
SOl-llW1S1St1t1StrHI 222 Elmira Road 1nt1rt1k1n, N Y '217 Elmlra Road 4il2Sou1r,Cavug1 Sir.et 
lech1'1110111 Senlu 
..... ,_ (IJIIUI ll/TO IIPAIII n,.,r4·, MOllll S1nlct MN°1 IIIOI hnlct ,_._.. CIODIL 
100 w11t s,n,c, StrHt Corner WIii Court & Mudo.w Sh Millen Corners Rtt 96A&414 ~14 North MUc!Ow SlrHI Main & Wall'11ng10" Sn 
cn11,1e1, NY Ovid, NY Trum•ni.burg, N Y 
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Bom_hers Close Out Season 
A last-ditch field goal by For the Ithaca College Born- a touchdown, settling twice tor the grasp of split end Jim 
Wittenberg' s Steve Jefferies bers, Lambert Bowl champi- field goals after first-and- Meyer in the end zone, forcing 
fullback Matt Mees twice 
serving as the victim. A 16-
yard pickup in the first half 
was nullified, by a motion 
penalty, robbing Ithaca's of-
fense of its momentum, and 
a fumble in the third quarter 
was ruled a live ball after 
Mees had already hit the turf. 
with only IO seconds left on ons for the third time in five goal situations. Ithaca's de- the Bombers to go for 
the clock dashed Ithaca's years. the defeat left them fense also created five turn- Darling's tying field goal. 
hopes for another trip to the with an overall 9-2 mark for overs (three fumbles and two The Tigers took the ensuing 
Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl, the season. Ithaca became interception5.), but the offense kickoff, however, and march-
the national Division III the first Eastern team to play could capitalize only once. ed the ball down to Ithaca's 
championship game in Phenix in the NCAA Division III play Tom Darling's 22-yard field eight yard line to set up 
City, Alabama, and put to offs for a third time, and also goal late in the fourth quarter Jefferies' winning boot. 
rest one of the finest seasons the first team to capture the proved to be Ithaca's only Tailback Dave Merritt, who 
in Ithaca College football his- Lambert Bowl three times a~ score, yet it tied the game at IPrl ,-IJ rushers with 117 yards, 
"As I told the players after 
the game," said Butterfield, 
"they displayed great courage 
to have suffered as many set-
backs and injuries as they did 
and still work as hard and play 
as well as they did. They cer-
tainly did everything that you 
could possibly ask of a team." 
tory. the top <mall college football 3-3 with just over fouur min- d up Wittenberg's most 
The 24-yard boot, J~fferies' power 111 the East. utes left in the game. Sopho- important yard of the season 
sernnd three-pointer of the Again Wittenberg, more Mike Biondi had re- on the drive, a one-yard 
day. lifted Wittenberg to a Ithaca's opponent in the l 975 placed starting quarterback plunge on a fourth-and-one 
6-3 victory in the Division III Stagg Bo ,I, the Bombers Paul Morrissev to lead the from Wittenberg' s 49-yard 
quarter-final contest. and sent played "··- of their best de- Bomber scoring drive, wh1ch line. -
them into a semi-final tilt next fcnsive games of the season. eventually stalled on Witten- A couple of disputed calls 
Saturday against top-ranked For the fifth time this year, berg's 5-yard hne. Biondi' s by the offi<;ials also did little 
Minnesota-Morrb. the opposition failed to score third down pass barely eluded to help Ithaca• s cause, with 
National Scene: Free Agents 
b'. ""org" goi>dman York Yankees rnntmucd their Jmt last week, New York fans signed them. Many other th t h y k . d 
· ,.,, ' · · · · h c J"f · a t e an ees were 111 nee free wheeling spend111g on free were thankful when the clubs such as t e a 1 orma f . h" Th y k h 
- · .· d L · y k -· d T J A I T R d o p1tc mg. e an ees ave During the last three weeks, agents. T~e Yan_ks s1gne u1s an ecs s1gne ommy ohn. nge ~s, exas angers an a few unanswered questions 
the \\ orlc.l champions New Tiant earlier this mo~and Undoubtedly, ~ank7e-haters San Diego Padres have spent concernin their starting pit-
- ~ and ba~eball people will accuse huge amounts of money on h g h I f _ . c ers over t e next coup e o SHOE TR OU BL E ? the Yankees of destroying the free agents yet they have not O . • competitive balance of been nearly as successful as the Cyearfs_. h neHquesuon coHncerns 
· k at 1s unter. unter S E E baseball by shelling out these Yan ees. seemed over his arm trouble 
ER S huge sums of money. When Steinbrenner became late last year but it s·till AURORA, SHO[ REBUILD Yankee owner George the prin~iple owner of the remains to be seen if he can 
S St Steinbrenner is the principle Yankees 111 1973, he wanted to Acro.ss from enec~to figure behind the Yankee restore the Yankees back to pitch the entire year without 
Parking Ramp Bus P ~pending. Many people may their dynasty days. In 1974,. reinjuring his shoulder. Hun-
-206 N. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y. not like Steinbrenner and his Baseball's reserve clause was ~~
79
hf: ~~p~r~:f1~eass~~ ~~~: 
Phone 272-1900 ~pend, spend, spend attitude abolished and free agency player no matter what h,ip-
but one must respect and ad- began. Steinbrenner knew the 
mire the way in which he quickest way to make a sue- pens. Don Gullett has been ;, 
d h. H d h" ccssful feam was to open the question mark ever since he 
0 Heel~ and Soles Repair 
• Handmade Ladies' Bag-. 
0 Handbag & Zipper Reµa1r ~pen s is money. e an is became a Yankee because of asc;ociate~ have carefully purse strings. He has signed 
o Repairs On All Type ot Boots chosen the players they Caifish Hunter, Reggie his injuries, so a quc~tion 
thought \\ ould be most Jackson, Don Gllett, Andy mark just remain next to him 
beneficial to the Yankees in Messersmith, Rawly Eastwick for next'year also. Steinbren-
ner realized that Ron Guidry the free agent market each and Rich Gossage via the free 
year and have out and agent route prior to this year. and Ed Figueroa arc the only 
GOODLUCK 
lmCg HOOPSTERS 
CAROl DEWALD- If you see this ad, 
stop down to Pudgie's because we would like 
to give you a large pizza of your choice . 
. .._···~ 
,-,_/=) 
-~-PurlgiE~s Pi330 
Pudgies Pizza 
211 Elmira Road 
272-7600 
reliable starter~ for I 979, so he · Steinbrenner knew going in-
to the I 978 free agent market went out a nd bought Lui,, 
continued 011 page 18 
WANT A SUMMER CAMP JOB? 
Pos1t1ons available {Male-Female) Physical Education Ma1ors. 
Specialists 1n all athletic areas, Assistants to Tennis Pro; Golf; 
Gymnastics; Sw1mm1ng (WSI): Smallcraft (sailing-canoeing). 
R1flery: Archery: Arts and Crafts (general shop, woodworking), 
Ceramic$, Sewing, Photography. Science (general-electronics). 
Ham Radio (general license); Pioneering. Tripping. Camp located 
in Northeastern Pennsylvania (Poconos). For further 1nformat1on 
write to : Tra1l's End Camp. clo Beach Lake Inc . 215 Adams 
Street. Brooklyn. N.Y 11201 
Tempted by the T-Top? 
First sec our v<>rsion: tlw T-Port or sportll!top 
dual sunroof. Twin ports can be opened or rcmovcd 
indiv1dually. This is a first-class, tamper-proof unit. 
and our pncl'. installed, can savt> you S-100 over 
similar fal·tory-installed versions. 
.\uto 
& Boat WELCO Uph~stery 
CUSTOM TRIM . .\ccessoriPs 
CORNER OF COURT & 
FULTON, ITHACA 
(NEXT TO OLD PORT HARBOUR 
277-4727 
Free Estimates 
l 
l 
I 
I 
l 
1 
\ 
l 
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~D~i~!l~ia~!~~£~-spo11s-opener-
three point play<;, and spark 1:h_e ga~c ·did have Its 
Hartwick to a 15-1 ,coring pos1t1vc po1~ts for the Bom-
~purt, making the score 27-1 4~ ber,. They didn't r~a_ll~· expect 
At the half, the Bombers were to, b_cat the D1v1\1on Ir 
behind, 30-18. \\·arn~rs, who have made the 
l'ai.:t· 17 
The Ithaca College Varsity 
basketball Bombers lost this 
season's opener to a powerful 
Hartwick team in a non-league 
game, 68-45. The Bomber!> 
open their ICAC schedule 
when they travel to Geneva to 
play the Statesmen of Hobart 
tomorrow. 
In Tuesday's game, the 
Bombers took the early lead 
when they capitalized on some 
early mistakes by the 
Warriors. The lead was short-
lived, however, as a rash of 
Ithaca mistake~ and turnover~ 
enabled Hartwick forward Les 
"Their outside shoot in, play-otfa eact, of the la\t six 
hurt us, and their 1-3-1 zon~ years, and arc probably the 
cut down on our passing effec- B~mbcr\ toughest opponent 
liveness and took awav~our in- th1~ ye_ar. Ithaca', young, 
side game," coach To~ Baker aggrcss1\·e _players outreboun-
\aid of the bigger and more <led Hartwick 28-22, and they 
experienced Warriors. play~d _good defense a!!ainst 
Hartwick 's deadly (56 per I h: ~m~de . ga~1e. , Hart\\ ick 
cent) outside shooting enabled succc~,tull) re~ortcd to the 
rhem to pull awav slowlv <;hooting of Larry _Carpenter 
throughout the scc~ncl ha!{, ( 14 pts.) and .Jcrr) 1· ulmcr ( 12 
and a final !0-3 spree at the pt\.). . 
end of the game brou!!ht tnc The Bomber~ scom:g \\cl~ 
final ~co.-c to 68-45 _ ~ e\'(:nly _bal_anced, and this may 
TnJVJA QLJ IZ he an 1nd1cator rhat thev will '"' play good team ball ,I'. they gain experience. Jim 
QUESTION THREE: Okla- \\'aitkavic;, Tim Forhc\ and 
homa running back Billv Sims 
won the Heisman Trn1;hy for 
college football',; outstanding 
player. Sim,; is only the sixth 
junior to win this coveted 
prize. Name the other fi\c. 
Herb Rid1mond led the attack 
with 9, 7 and 6 points respec-
tively. 
"We have to learn to handle 
the mental thing5 better. It\ a 
matter of concentration. A lot 
' 1. 
(~ 
,. 
I 
~' 
·~ -
.\ 
tt y 
Ji111 Waitai·ics (,-IU), Ithaca\ leur/111::, 1cr1r;,,., rinre1 111 ~J :.0,. 
Ji1rtheB1m1hers. ,.,,,.,,,,,, u,,,,, ""''"". 
QUESTION ONE: Svracme 
University fre~hperso~ ru~-
ning back Joe Morris became 
the third Orangeman to gain 
1,000 yards rushing in a 
<;ea~on. Name the other I\\O 
Orangerr an to accompli~h 
this, of our guys played in spo, t~, ,....-~-~-=-=--=--=-=--- -----"------_- ---'--=- _______________ . .::-:.._.:..:__ 
QUESTION FOUR: Name the 
only player to win the Heis-
man Trophy in both hb junior 
and o;enior ~·car. 
but overall, i was plea<;ed \\ ith , 
,our effort," \aid Ba~er. ; 
The Bomber'> will tr) to get i 
their ICAC \Ca~on orr on th<.> I 
right track tomorrow \\ h<.>n 
thev nlav Hobart in Gcnc\a. , 
QUESTION TWO: Buffalo 
Bill rookie running back Tcrrv 
Miller rushed for 208 varcl'.,; 
again'>t the New York Giants 
on Sunda\' to become onlv the 
fourth ro~kie to ~urpas~ the 
200 yard mark in one game. 
'.'lame the uther three players 
to accomplish thi., in their Christmas Is 
rnukic \ea">on. 
Tri via Ans,v.ers lr-.:--Wha ___ t_Y_o_u_M._ak __ e._I __ t ____ _ 
Our craft supplies and ideas can help 
you make your Christmas more 
personal, more beautiful. more 
appreciated and more fun. 
U~IJ!-1:.) 
:nno.-1 }l~IMSNV 
tlb l ;l)l?!S O!l!O 
'U!.J.J!l:.) .:i!tp.1v :l'96I \.\!!N 
·:peqlll?IS .l,l?lO}J :o%I ;)Jl?JS 
ll!l!O ·,.11 \\ou1?r .1!A :8r6 1 
1s1poq1.:iw UJJLjlllOS ',Pl(l?A,\ 
~1?oa :sr6 r .\tu.1v ·p.11?q.,1w18 
.1oa :33}1H.L }13MSNV 
llJS.IOQ .\llO,l )JUI? UOSJ!M lUOJ. 
'U.\\OJ8 lU!f' :oMl }13MSNV 
.:ip1q .,01.-1 ptrn 
quos,:1 .\J.Wl :3NO }13MSNV 
We'd sure like to have you drop in and 
see us during the holiday season. Tty 
to make it ... we 'II be looking for 
you. 
The Odyssey, with its new look, its new menu, and its professional orgamzation, is 
r~ady to achieve new goals. 
Chris Andrews, ow1wr and manager of the Odyssey, who earns lus repu tat1011 from 
his expencnces owning, managing and working in the most reputable establishments 111 
the country, projects the Odyssey will earn the No. 1 spot by being the best restaurant 
111 upstate New York, as well as bemg placed among the best ones in the country. This 
1s a strong projection to make. 
Cocktails 
Banquet 
Facilities 
4-6 Mon. -Fh.· 
Specialties 
· Steaks 
Prime Ribs 
Seafood 
The already award-wmning Odyssey invites you to come out and try us. Be our 
critic. Your own adventure, your own odyssey m the realm of the meat and dnnk of 
mortals, begins at the Odyssey. 
Open Daily 4 p.m. Sundays 1 p.m. 
Reservations and banquets for all 
occasions. Call 272-2422. 
1654 Trumansburg Rd. 
6-7 miles from downtown Ithaca. 
West on Route 96.' 
Greyhound Rx. 
The cure for 
college blahsm 
\ 
\ 
\ 
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you The exams, the pop tests, the required 
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis--
they won't go away 
But you can_ This weekend, take off, say 
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a 
great time. You'll arrive with money in your 
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't 
take that much out of it. 
If you're feeling tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a 
sure cure for the blahs 
Greyhound Service 
On~ Round-
To Wey Trip 
NcwYork 22.15 23.00 4:,.'~aday 
Phila. 27.70 3935 3x'saday 
Buffalo 6.75 12.85 5x', a da; 
Rochester 4.20 8.00 5x's a dc1y 
Boston 31.60 60.05 3x's a day 
Ask your agent about add1t1onal departures and •eturn trios 
;f-11 l t''-. '-,~,ll1P• 1 'n t lldrlt!t' 
Greyhound Agent 710 West State Street 272-7930 
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Cross-Country 
h Don Nichter turned out, the 1.C. harriers . 
Y · · were 2-7 in their dual meet essential to a good cross-
.ltt'>t before the vacation, the . . , ountry team In retrospect 
I C cro'>,-countrv team closed season while facmg a very c · d h '. 
· · · · · tou h schedule Two of those Coach Eggleston state t at. 
out 1t, ,ea~on at the I.C.A.C. g ·. k Id 1 "GeneraJJv I was pleased with · h' Th losses to Hartw1c cou 1ave J, · · • 
champions 1p meet. e team . . . . 1 the team •· He feels that this d. l f II f' · h' easily become v1ctones wit 1 , · · Il not are too we , mis mg h was a trial and error year in 
I · t · f' ld B b help from one ot er top run-a,t m t 1e six team Ie . o 0 . d vhich he had to start from Chandler w·1s top man for I.C. ner, such as Barry iamon ' d. k' 
·1s he regiq,~red a 36·47 time who was out most of the year. scratch aft~r un erta i~gI' a 
'· ' · · D N' ht, d B b Chan- new coach mg area. ve for the 10,000 meter course on 1c er an o , , - . , 
I ·1, 1 .. · h. 27 1 D dler proved to be the top I.C. learned about cross-country \\ 11 c Illl5 mg I I. on . f' . h' this year" he stated "and Nichter running the last three runners, consistently mis mg . f . G , p 
' - · h I t 2 d for lthac-1 in learned a lot ram reg age mile~ with onlv one shoe. took ell er s or n ' . b 
· d, L Sh d every meet but one That one (a~s1stant coach) a out 33rd '>pot an ee erwoo · · · d the 
· · 1· b I · d h' · wa~ won by Barry Diamond; a trammg programs an wa, nC'xt Ill me e 1111 1m Ill · t · f · , " 
37--.. i-:; · J ,ff G' , Id r · h d topnotch runner who suffered mec 1amcs o runmng. 
· - · c mgo mis e . f f h With the '78 season now 
111 the 40th spot and Mike Cole from illness or most o t e . . 
and Rand\: Kessler ended up season. Lee Sherwood, Randy behind them, thing~ are 
November 30, 1978 
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Round-up 
• looking good for next year. 
Only one runner, Don 
Nichter, is the only senior so 
the harriers will return a 
strong nucleus next fall. 
Sophomore Bob Chandler ran 
consistently well all season as 
did Junior co-captain Lee 
Sherwood. Mike Cole and 
Randy Kessler were both 
showing improvement each 
week until knee injuries 
slowed them at the end of the 
season. A pair of freshman, 
Jeff, Gingold and Andy 
Mahoney have the potential 
for great things in their future 
years here. Barry Diamond 
should be ready for a big 
season next fall. Bruce 
Greenwald, Ned Derrickson, 
and John Martini are three 
other runners who will be back 
next year to lend additional 
support and strength to the 
team. With the addition of 
some top freshman recruits 
things can only get better next 
year. If anything, this past 
season has shown that cross-
country is back in full force at 
Ithaca College after a 6 year 
absence and hopefully it is 
here to stay for a long time. 
44th and 45th respectively as Kessler, Andy M~honey, .lcff 
they were handicapped by Gingold, and M1k~ Cole a 
hnce injuries. Although the finished in the top f1~e f?r t~ 
team did not do as well as ex- Bombers at some pomt m ti 
pected they did have a fairly season and formed the 
succe~sful season. As things "pack" of runners that is 
Youth With Potential 
chance to play even though 
there is no title to be won. The 
Varsity coach Tom Baker can 
still look at the players and if 
he sees a player who can help 
his team, then he will bring 
them up". 
Coach Congdon is happy 
with the team, and is hoping 
for another good season. Last 
years season was 15-1. 
Though only playing 18 games 
this year instead of 20 to 25 
games, the Bombers can still 
have as fine a year without the 
extra 2 to 7 games. 
The Varsity B will be 
playing away this Friday Dec. I 
against Hobart and home on 
Dec. 12 against LeMoyne. 
' 
to return, Lemon can use J 1m 
Beattie, who showed some 
promise towards the end of the 
year, as his fifth starter. 
In a few years, Hunter, 
Tiant and John will be gone. 
But the Yankees have some 
young pitchers in the wings to 
take over. The Yankees 
traded a discontented Sparky 
Lyle to the Texas Rangers 
earlier this month in a 
seemingly lopsided trade. But 
the Yankees received three 
young pitchers in return. The 
one pitcher the Yankees wan-
ted badly was Dave Righetti, a 
young pitcher who some 
Yankee observers feel could be 
the next Ron Guidry. Add 
these pitchers to Guidry, Beat-
tie and Ken Clay and the 
Yankees have a starting 
rotation for the future. Not 
too many teams can say they 
have that. 
To say that Steinbrenner is 
ruining the structure of 
baseball with his huge spen-
-ding is ridiculous. Steinbren-
ner may be spending huge 
sums of money but so are 
other teams. The only dif-
ference is that other teams do 
not spend their money as 
wisely as George Steinbrenner. 
201 S. Tiop St. 
ldlaea. N. Y. 
27%-8262 
THE 
Music Store 
-
I f, 
~ 
r 
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PART-TIME JOBS-BIG 
MONEY: Accounting, Law or 
Pre-Law students preferred. 
All aggressive, articulate, 
hungry students o.k. Need 
sales reps for CPA/LSAT 
Cassette Home Study 
Programs. Call Jim Dee at 
Totaltape, Inc. Toll Free 1-
800-874-7599. In Florida call 
collect 904-3 7 6-8261. l 505 
N.W. 16th Ave., Gainesville, 
Fl. 32604 
Trumansburg Craft Sale in the 
Red Barn 3.8 miles North of 
Taughannock Park. Choose 
from a pottourri of hand-
made crafts. Plus home-made 
soups, goods, and coffee. 
Sales ta~ Sat 10-4 and Sun 
12-4, Dec. 2 & 3. 
For Sale: 1976 Laser sailboat 
33395 with 2 center board & 
earring bag. 
Tim Allen - 272-1695 
THE ITHACAN 
Classifieds 
1 Pair of hardica Astral Racers 
(Bananas) 5 years old, good 
condition. 
Payed $165 will sell for 
$40 size 11 with flow lining. 
these boots are classics. Skied 
only on sundays. 
If interested call Scott at 273-
6593 after 5:00. 
FOR SALE:· 
NEVER USED SKI RACK 
FOR PORSCHE.$35.00 will 
take best offer. Call Rob 273-
6593. 
Largest selection of fine audio 
components for the audiophil'! 
at the lowest prices. Brought 
to you by "Audio Design at 
Ithaca." For quotes and 
Sr. Class Dinner 
Thurs. Dec 7 6:30 All welcome 
Happy Hour/Dinner/Dance 
Band--Small Change 
On the Waterfront 
Caz, 
The big K is on the way. The 
R's from 9 to 11 west wish you 
the best. It'll be one you'll 
never remember. 
PREPARE!! 
Bean 
'Witz 
Woou 
F.A 
ORCS 
McTEIN 
ETC. 
questions, call Seth Nash Kevy-Poo thank-you so much 
preferably after 6:00 at 273- for the wonderful time. We 
To my Friends: 
Thank you for a beautiful 
birthday. My 20th will alway~ 
be a special one. I love you 
all. 
Pie 
Special thanks to Renie, 
Nettie & Roi. 
To Joan and Jim, 
Well, you guys finally made 
:t. Happy First Anniversary!! 
We hope you have many more 
happy ones to come. 
Love, Denise & Sue 
To Leanne, 
So you never got your name 
in a field hockey article. Your 
name in the clas~ifieds is much 
more impressive. 
A fellow Bogarter 
Any student interested in 9270. didn't know it could be done Hon, 
"d d f that way. Yar endurance is being cons1 ere or a campus Are you interested in helping Take care of yourself, for me. 
job should fill out a job in- the Jewish Awareness Com- amazing. We look forwa rd to I'll alway~ be your friend. 
F. · I the next interlude. terest form in the manc1a mittee? If so--write President Love ya, 
Aid Officl on the 3rd floor of Whalen concerning Holy Days Love, hugs & Kisses Chipmunk 
Pat:l' 11> 
Dear I st Floor, 
You have all been ~o dear to 
me. I will mi~~ you all so 
much. 
Take Care, 
The Big Game Hunter 
Yo Krow-
My vote is for XY! So'~ Ted's 
Sally'~. Dwight's, Dwayne's, 
Dwrawf's, & Billy's-only 
'Cause we hate people. 
Madness 
Dear Corrine, 
To be or not to be that is the 
question, whether t'is nobler 
to borrow notes or eat roast 
beef in a stable. What does it 
all mean? I don't know! BUT 
T'was a good time indeed. 
Love, 
Your Fir~t Dinner Partner 
To the "Plant Doctor," the 
. "Certified Public A,~," the 
"Big Game Hunter" & the 
"two Physical Therapists,". 
"Hey your're in the Ithacan 
again" 
LO\'e 
The Sign-maker 
U · the girls Egber! nibn. Policy. Visit' Dr. Correnti. Sth floor Dear AC 
Tell your parents to write to Get jumbo, myesed, to check Thanks for the Roses, they 
OST P · f · East Tower out Jack's New Licks at L : air o contacts m a President Whalen. Contact r•·ally· meant alot to me, 
f and Mr. Blanket N' c · 9 30 " white case-lost on campus. I Hillel at X323 ite ourt tonlte at : Love, Lila 
found, pkase call Mary Sue ~~~~UDS5~~~~~~~oooooow~~~~~u~~u~~~~~.s,oooooo~oooooooo~~~~~ 
Whalen-273-3549. 
The 78-79 Student Directories 
are here. Those of you having 
already paid for this year's 
copy may pick it up in the 
Union, Dec. 7, 8. Those 
people who would like to pur-
chase one may do so during 
this time for $2.00. 
Tompkins County Economic 
Opportunity Corporation will 
begin accepting applications 
from low-income families for 
their Christmas Basket Project 
on November 27, 1978. 
Ride wanted 
fromWashington, D.C. to 
Ithaca, leave anytime after 
December 5- return from 
Ithaca to Washington, D.C. 
December 10. Will gladly 
share expenses and driving. 
Mark 607-274-3445 (Ithaca) 
Shari 202-676-3035 (Wash. 
D.C.) 
The 1978 Cayugan Yearbooks 
have arrived on campus. They 
are on sale in the Alumni 
relations office - Job 3, during 
Business hours. The cost per 
book is $10.50. 
FOR SALE: 
1975 HANSON 
EXHIBITION SOFT. Will 
take best offer. Flow liners cna 
be bought to custom fit your 
foot. Fits sizes 7-10. Call Rob 
273-6593. 
The Math Club will hold its 
next meeting on Monday, 
December 4th at 7:00pm in 
F-201. The meeting will in-
clude a talk delivered by 
Robert Haberstroh, visiting 
Assistant Professor of Math-
ematics. All students are 
encouraged to attend. 
If you are interested and think 
you qualify under the Federal 
Guidelines, call us at E.O.C. 
Outreach at 273-8816 or come 
in and see us at 318 North 
Albany Street. 
Female Roommate Wanted 
for nice apt. in Varna. Quiet, 
beautiful, very peaceful coun-
try setting. Non-smoker, only. 
Call 272-3378 .. 
For The Finest 
in Sheepskin 
Coats &Jackets 
below olesale 
• prices 
Call 
PETER SIEGEL 
· 273-4942 or X678 
KING OF BEERS@ 
THE LARGEST-S.ELLING BEER IN THE WORLD 
ST. LOUIS NEWARK LOS ANGELES TAMPA HOUSTON COLUMBUS 
JACKSONVILLE MERRIMACK WILLIAMSBURG FAIRFIELD 
